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From the Committee…
by W. Paul Featherstone, Guild Chairman

I

have often wondered why less than half of members with
registered names have profile pages. Could it be that they
have completed their study and the surname they chose has
daughtered out? If true, that would be an amazing statistic.
I have heard members say. ‘I have a profile page and have
never had a contact from it,’ my answer would be that if you
didn’t have a profile and someone came looking then they
wouldn’t find your study. I cannot believe that the majority
of members don’t have a brick wall somewhere within their
study. The chances are growing, with the growing numbers of
family history researchers, that they won’t be able to solve
your brick wall problem with personal knowledge or a record
of what happened to the person who you have blocked. If
you don’t have a profile page and a website - and it is better
with both - how on earth can you hope to have contact? Both
the profile and website cost little to set up: some are even
free. This page on our website might help you with how to
spread the word about your venture https://one-name.org/
publicising-your-study/.

This other page will help you build your profile page https://onename.org/managing-your-one-name-study-profile-page/
I urge you to get the most out of your subscription and take up
a profile page if you don’t have one. The most simple website
can point contacts in your direction and the members website
project gives you a chance of getting help building a site. This
is another benefit that members have not yet taken to heart.
Both your Guild profile page and your website will put you on a
Google search result (other search engines are also available).

Melody McKay Burton (7997) is our new Production Manager,
Melanie Caldicott (7579) is taking over the Inscriptions Index.
The web team, mainly Karen Burnell (4672), is going to take
care of the Guild’s voting system. Andy Coates (8048) is looking
after the Scottish Indexes. We are still looking for someone
to take over one of my current roles, Events Manager, with
three big shows in 2019, The Family Tree Show in Alexandra
Palace, The Genealogy Show at the NEC and Roots Tech.,
London. It is important that we find someone soon. Is anyone
with marketing skills keen enough to join our marketing team?
The only problem we have is we can only meet after 9 pm on a
Friday or Saturday night, because the current members are in
the four corners of the world.
We have set up a working party to look at surname interests,
and the marketing team are looking at ways to improve the
appeal of the homepage of our website. We are also discussing
why we seem to have a growing number of members without
a registered name, with numbers since the turn of the century
nearly doubling in every period.
Wishing you a merry and prosperous Christmas and a happy and
fruitful New Year. n
W. Paul Featherstone

My call for volunteers did not fall on deaf ears, and four members
are now sitting in post: thank you for stepping into the breach.

Guild Master Craftsman

Guild Awards of Excellence

Members are invited each year to nominate those members they
consider are worthy to receive Fellowship of the Guild (MCG). The
award recognises significant contribution to the running of the
Guild or an excellence in One-Name Studies.

By way of complementing the Guild Master Craftsman award the
Guild also acknowledges member contributions to One-Name
Study publications with the Guild Awards of Excellence. Please
also refer to the article written by the Guild Award of Excellence
Panel Chairman, Mike Kipling.

The nomination should include a short description of why the
candidate deserves to be considered. There should be a summary of
the contribution that the individual has made to either, promoting
and understanding a one-name study or the contribution made in
support the Guild in an administrative role.
Nominations can only be considered if the individual is a current
member of the Guild and self-nominations are not permitted.
Nominations should be sent to the Guild Secretary (see inside front
cover for address) or to secretary@one-name.org before the
closing date of 24 January 2019. The new MCGs will be announced
at the 2019 AGM in Leciester on 30 March 2019
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Have you seen an excellent book, website, blog or article which
you think deserves an award? There is no limited on the number
of awards made, all entries that meet the required standard
are considered. All articles published in the journal since the
last award are automatically submitted for consideration.
Authors may if they wish request not be included.
Submissions should be made direct to the panel at gaoepanel@one-name.org by 31 December 2018.
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Marriage Challenge Update:
Finding England and Wales Marriages
Online
by Peter Copsey MCG
(Marriage Challenge Coordinator, Member 1522)

N

ormally Marriage Challenges are not undertaken where
full information of the marriages is available online
and the marriage register entries can be found from a
search of the website. These are often subscription websites
like Ancestry and FindmyPast, but free sites like Family Search
may help in some instances.
The Guild has a Wiki page to give advice on what marriages can
be found where. Log onto the Guild site and in our Wiki (under
the Resources tab) go to Subwiki “Countries” and then “England
and Wales” and then “Online parish register sources for England
and Wales”. It is here https://one-name.org/wiki/guild-wiki/
countries/sources-for-england-wales/#i5Gufu4riF0Durol.99
(probably easier to follow the route than type in the url). Many
thanks go to John Hanson (Member 2573) who helps to keep
this wiki-page up to date.
If you are frustrated that no Marriage Challenge is announced
for the area of England and Wales you are interested in, look at

this wiki-page and you may find that you can find the marriages
yourself online.
The Guild is always looking for Marriage Challengers. If you
live fairly close to a County Record Office and can afford to
spend some time there to help other Guild members with their
one-name studies by finding marriage entries, then becoming
a Challenger could be an option. Even if Ancestry, Findmypast
or FamilySearch have done some indexing for marriages in a
particular county, there is likely to be some parts of that county
or some period where a Challenge would be worthwhile.
I will give advice on what is needed and on any aspect of a
Challenge that is concerning you. Most Challengers find a
Challenge a rewarding and interesting experience. Why not
send me an email to marriage-challenge@one-name.org if
you think you can contribute. n
The Challenges beginning in the coming months are:

Registration District and Period

Request Deadline

Challenger

Challenger’s Email

Key1

Andover 1837-1911

29 January 2019

Shirley Forster

elwick@one-name.org

C

Debbie Kennett mtDNA

James Irvine - lunchtime helpdesk

John Cleary Y SNP Testing

. The Key C means that requests sent in any form will be accepted.

1
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DNA for your ONS:
Preparing for Recruiting Success
by Susan C. Meates MCG (DNA Advisor, Member 3710)

R

ecruiting is the key to a DNA Project. As we enter a new
year, this is an opportunity to review and update items
related to your DNA project, which should help you to
achieve maximum success with your recruiting efforts. In
addition, recruiting ideas are provided for you to consider. A
list of 15 suggestions is given below.
As you go through the steps, keep in mind that you are selling
discovery. Participating is an opportunity for the man and
those in his tree to make discoveries about their family tree,
their surname, and their distant origin.
It is also important to keep your message simple. As you
learn more about DNA testing for genealogy, it is tempting to
explain more detailed information to potential participants.
Over time, your presentation can become a scientific tutorial.
Keeping it simple is the most effective recruiting approach.
Most people are interested in how they benefit, and only a
small group cares about the scientific details.

3. DNA Project Profile

One component of your DNA Project at Family Tree DNA is
your DNA Project Profile. You can see your Project Profile at
the link below. Search on your registered surname, then click
on the name in the search results. The page you land on is
your DNA Project Profile. https://www.familytreeDNA.com/
surname-search-results.aspx?
When you log into your project, to update your DNA Project
Profile, click Project Admin, then Project Profile.
In May 2018, the structure and relationship between the DNA
Project Profile and DNA Project website at Family Tree DNA
changed with the implementation of the Groups website
format.
The DNA Project Profile is now also the Overview page, of
your DNA Project website. This is the first page, or landing
page, of the website.

1. Is your DNA project listed with the Guild?

Since it is unknown how a visitor would arrive at your DNA
Project website, whether through the Family Tree DNA
search, or through a Google search direct to your website, in
the past, if your DNA project was set up by the DNA Advisor,
the same text was repeated on both the DNA Project Profile
and what was then the first page of the website, which is
now the Background page.

2. Guild Profile: Create or Update

This worked under the prior structure, but doesn’t work well
now, because two pages on your website are the same.

Log into the Guild website. In the menu bar across the
top, hover over your Member number and select Change
my Details. When the page loads, on the Right select
Study Details. Down the page first check that DNA Project
Component has a yes. Then below this item enter your DNA
Project website address, if it isn’t listed, and click Submit.

Your Guild Profile is a terrific free tool to promote your onename study and your DNA project. A Guild Profile provides
you with a web page.
A Guild Profile is easy to create, if you don’t have one, and
easy to update. You must have registered your surname(s) to
have a Guild Profile. If you don’t have a Guild Profile, visit
the Members’ Room.

There are two possible solutions:
•

As part of preparing for recruiting success, review your Guild
Profile, and update it with information learned or discoveries
made since the last update. Be sure to fill in the DNA section.
This is an opportunity to promote your DNA Project, and any
discoveries you have had.

This method was selected because I wished to have a
large amount of material on the Background page, and
use formatting, such as center and bold. (You can add
formatting to your DNA Project Profile with html.)

If you are unsure how to improve your Guild Profile, looking
at other profiles may give you ideas.
The link to your Guild Profile will be: http://one-name.
org/name_profile/xxxxx, where xxxxx is your registered
surname. Be sure to test your link before using it in other
web sites, emails, or printed material.

Shorten your DNA Project Profile significantly and its
primary mission is to direct them to the rest of the DNA
website. For an example of this approach, see https://
www.familytreeDNA.com/groups/ricketts/about
The Overview page on the website also appears as the
DNA Project Profile, and the short text works for both.
You can see the DNA Project Profile page here:
h t t p s : / / w w w. f a m i l y t r e e D N A . c o m / g r o u p - j o i n .
aspx?Group=Ricketts

•

Leave the full DNA Project Profile, which is also the DNA
project website Overview page, and delete the duplicate
Background page. This is the easiest and simplest solution

Your DNA Project Profile is also where you define the
surnames included in your DNA Project. When you edit
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this page, the surnames are down the page, and must be
separated by commas. If you put xxxx and yyyy without any
comma, someone will have to search exactly on “xxxx and
yyyy” to find your project. Be sure to put xxxx, yyyy. If you
have discovered any new variants to your surname from DNA
matches or research, be sure to add these surnames to your
DNA Project when you edit your Project Profile.

4. DNA Project website

For Access Granted, you need your participants set at a bare
minimum to Limited, and, preferably, Advanced.
In addition, only participants who opt in are now on your
public results page. If they have opted in, there will be a Yes
in the column called Publicly Share DNA Results. The default
is no, and you will need to write to those people and ask
them to change their setting.

To update your DNA Project website, log into your project,
and click Project Admin, then Public Website.

For a detailed discussion of these issues, please see the
October 2018 Journal article.

As covered above in item 3, the DNA Project Profile is
repeated as the first page of the DNA Project website, the
Overview Page. You will see this online when your visit your
website. You will not see this when you edit your website.

6. Invite others in the database at Family Tree
DNA and not in your project

Once you have updated your DNA Project Profile, and
made any website adjustments for the new structure, it is
recommended that you review and update your DNA Project
website, to improve your recruiting results.

Search the database to find out if there are people who have
tested and are not in your project. This article explains the
search and calculating the number not in your project.
https://one-name.org/DNA/Article_2017Q1_Project_
Management_Part_Two.pdf

Success stories are a great addition to your website. It
doesn’t matter how minor the results – success encourages
people. The success could even be an increase in the number
of participants. You can cover any success stories on either
the News Page or Results Page at your DNA Project website.
To recruit participants, you are selling discovery. The key is
to keep it simple. People don’t need a scientific dissertation.
The purpose of your DNA website is to motivate visitors to
contact you. Too much information can be counterproductive.
The public website now has tabs for eight different pages.
It isn’t necessary to use all the pages. With the “keep it
simple” approach, you will do fine with Overview and/or
Background, depending on which structure you selected
above, plus Goals and News.
Be sure to link your DNA website to your Guild Profile. The
link for your Guild Profile is shown in step 2, where you
linked your Guild Profile to your DNA Project website. If you
also have a one-name study website, you want to link both
your Guild Profile and DNA website to your ons website, and
vice versa.
Keep it simple, and motivate your audience to contact you.
Sell discovery.

5. GDPR settings

The implementation of changes at Family Tree DNA for GDPR
made project management a little more complicated.
There are a few of the implementation features that are
important for you to monitor and address.
To view your Member Information Report, log into your
project, then Reports, Member Reports, then Member
Information.
On the Member Information Report two new columns of
information have been added:
•
•

Access Granted
Publicly Share DNA Results
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There are four steps to invite others in the main database to
join your project.

Formulate your Invitation
See your Getting Started email, step 7 (for older Getting
Started Emails) or step 8 (for more recent Getting Started
emails), or copy the invite from the Guild Journal article
below, page 7, right hand column, bottom half, starting with
Hi.
https://one-name.org/DNA/Article_2016Q2_Maximizing_
Success.pdf
Modify the invitation form for your situation.
Send your invite to the DNA Advisor with the counts. The
invitation is then submitted to Family Tree DNA, who sends it
out to all those whose surname are listed in your DNA Project
Profile, who are not in your DNA Project. Make sure every
surname of interest is in your DNA Project Profile. You will
get a copy of the invitation when it’s sent, usually within a
week.
You should repeat this process every 6 to 12 months. It may
take several invitations to get a response. These persons in
the database could be male or female. Females may help you
recruit a male in their tree to test, or help with sponsoring a
test kit for a male in their tree.

7. Update any form recruiting emails and
letters

If you have and use any form emails or letters, an annual
review and update is beneficial. This enables you to improve
your message and include any success stories achieved since
the last update.

8. Update any other Internet Properties

You may have a one-name study website, or a Facebook
page, or information online at other sites, such as another
society’s website. An annual review and update of these
items is beneficial, to freshen the material and promote
your DNA Project. You can also cover any success achieved
to date.
Oxford Family History Society has a good example of a society
resource. If your surname was in Oxfordshire historically,
you can have a page about your one-name study, and a page
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about your DNA Project at The Oxfordshire Surname Interest
List. See: https://www.oxsil.org.uk/

9. Enlist recruiting help from your participants
Enthusiastic participants and others interested in your
surname can often help recruit others.
If you publish a newsletter, this is a terrific resource to reach
out to your contacts, and encourage them to help recruit.
Perhaps they know people with the surname who aren’t in
their family tree from their activities, such as work, social,
church, and hobbies. Periodic news about your DNA project
can motivate others who haven’t yet participated to take
the plunge, as well as recruit participants to help.
If you don’t have a newsletter or mailing list, you can use
the Bulk Mail feature at Family Tree DNA to write easily to all
your participants at once.
You will find the Bulk Mail feature under Project Admin,
Bulk Mail. You can select all your participants, or those in
a specific Genetic Group. Simply fill in the subject and your
message, and click Submit Email. The email is then reviewed
by Family Tree DNA before it is sent. You receive a copy when
it’s sent. You should not use Bulk Mail to suggest testing at
any other vendor.
Note: the participant must have approved receipt of bulk
mail. Since ‘yes’ is the default, almost all will receive the
bulk mail. You can check a participant’s status for bulk
mail on their Personal Page, Manage Personal Information,
Notification Preferences, at the bottom of the page.

10. DNA Test Kits: Participants can order and
pay through the Guild
Discounted test kits year round help with your recruiting
efforts.

Family Tree DNA test kits for 37 markers and Family Finder
are available to purchase by Guild members or participants,
at significant savings, all year round. The following
webpage explains the program, and you can send the link to
participants you are recruiting, for them to save money and
place their order:
http://one-name.org/DNA-kits-available-from-the-guild/

11. Consider a Letter to the Editor

You might want to try a Letter to the Editor of various
publications in geographic areas of interest, requesting
people to contact you about their family tree. You can do this
in conjunction with a mailing, or as a standalone recruiting
step. I recommend that you focus on family history, to
encourage them to contact you, especially mentioning that
you can help them with their family tree. Once they have
made contact, you can introduce Y-DNA testing, if relevant
for their tree, such as the tree hasn’t tested yet. Since the
word DNA scares people, I would not mention it in the Letter
to the Editor.
Building a mailing list of publications for a geographic
area, such as a county, is easy. Internet searches can find
the publications. A quick review will tell you who is the
appropriate party to receive a Letter to the Editor, and
whether they prefer to receive the letter electronically or
on paper.
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For an example of a published Letter to the Editor, see:
h t t p : / / w w w. t h e t e l e g r a m . c o m / o p i n i o n /
letter-to-the-editor/2016/6/28/letter-calling-all-rickettsin-the-prov-4573576.html

12. Consider a Press Release

If you have achieved a milestone with your one-name study
research and/or DNA Project, you can consider writing a
short press release, and sending it to those publications in
your geographic area of interest. You would include local
publications, as well as societies for your mailing. If any get
published, this will provide publicity, as well as an article
you can then link to in your next DNA website update.
There are standard formats for a press release. Just search
the Internet for examples.
Building a mailing list of publications for a geographic
area, such as a county, is easy. Internet searches can find
the publications. A quick review will tell you who is the
appropriate editor for a human interest topic, and whether
they want a press release electronically or on paper.

13. Consider Direct Mail

For successful recruiting, you need to contact with those
with your registered surname and variants. If you haven’t
tried it before, perhaps you will want to try direct mail this
year.
For example, the Ricketts Project successfully uses direct
mail to recruit participants. Mailing lists are built from online
phonebooks in destination countries, such as Australia, and
from the Electoral Rolls in the UK. The easiest recruiting has
been found in migration destination countries, since there is
a desire held by many of them to find out more about where
they came from.
Direct mail can be cost effective. Limit your letter to two
or three pages to stay under one ounce. The key to your
response rate will be your letter. You are selling discovery,
about the recipient’s family tree, their surname, and their
distant origin. You want to encourage a response to the
letter. Once you have a response, you can engage them in a
dialog to find out about their direct male line. Perhaps it has
already tested, and their participation isn’t needed. Perhaps
they are female, and want to help. They could find a male in
their tree, and/or be a source of donations to help pay for
the test kit.
In selecting your migration destination countries, you might
want to consider whether the potential participant will have
documented connections to the UK or not. For example,
for those whose ancestors came to the USA early, there will
usually be no documented connection. For Australia, you will
most likely be able to find a documented connection.
The lack of a documented connection doesn’t mean don’t
recruit there. This information is only supplied to set
expectations. Additionally, in the USA, you will find a strong
desire to know where they came from, and it is a great place
to solicit donations to fund UK tests.
Don’t forget the females, who are valuable in terms of
persuading males to test and often to fund their tests.
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Consider a mailing quarterly, until you work through all the
countries, then start over.

with one collecting the funds, and then making payment to
the Guild.

If you feel comfortable, you can follow-up direct mail with a
phone call, for those with a listed number.

15. Update your knowledge

14. Raise donations or find sponsors of test kits

If you use the donation system at Family Tree DNA, you will
not be able to use those funds to buy test kits from the Guild.
To minimize cost, you may have to wait for Family Tree DNA
sales, usually in the summer, and in November/December.
As an alternative, since participants can pay for test kits, a
female could easily order a test kit through the Guild for a
male in her tree. Or several in the tree could go together,

Be sure to visit the DNA section at the Guild website. Over
200 print pages of education is available, as well as videos.
You must be logged in to see all the selections. Go to the
Guild website, log in, and then click DNA under Resources in
the menu.

Conclusion

Recruiting requires preparation, persistence, patience, and
the proper tools. Updating items once year is very helpful,
and builds a foundation for success. n

The 40th Anniversary Guild Conference Update

B

ooking is proceeding apace for next year’s Conference.
The weekend of 29 to 31 March 2019 will see us
gathering at the Leicester Marriott Hotel. The hotel has
recently been refurbished throughout and looks amazing.
All the conference facilities, restaurant and bars are on the
ground floor – and for those moments when you are not at
the Conference, a swimming pool and fitness centre await!
If you are arriving on (or before) the Friday, we have put
together a programme of different activities. We have
arranged a visit (places limited) to the Richard III Visitor
Centre and the Cathedral during the afternoon which
is bookable in advance. Then at the hotel, there will be
opportunities for you to talk about your latest study or to
take your problems to the Guild Help Desk. If you are a
first-timer at the Conference, there is a session for you to
meet up with other first-timers and to get all the lowdown
on what happens and what to expect. All this is before the
Conference proper begins, after the evening meal on the
Friday.
A word about the booking process if you wish to share a
room with a friend. It is currently not possible for each
delegate to separately book half of a shared room on the
website, though one of the two people can book online for
both delegates. If two singles wish to share and each make
their own booking they will each need to download the flyer
booking form (or use the form included with this Journal),
and either post it, or e-mail it to conference-booking@
one-name.org with a cheque or card details and the name
of the other person they wish to share with. And don’t
forget, if you are a member of the Guild and this is your first
Conference, you are entitled to a 10% discount.
Now an explanation of the non-delegate category. Members
are very welcome to bring partners along to enjoy bed,
breakfast and evening meal accommodation. However, as
non-delegates will not be attending the Conference sessions,
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we assume they will be spending the day elsewhere. They
might well call in on a game at Leicester City or the Tigers
stadium, visit the Space Centre or Abbey Pumping Station,
the University of Leicester Botanic Garden, or simply
wander round the shops at Highcross or Fosse Park. The
non-delegate rate therefore does not include refreshments
or lunch on either Saturday or Sunday. However, if a nondelegate wishes to have lunch at the hotel on either day,
it is possible to pre-book this by paying an additional
supplement before the closing date. Again, please contact
conference-booking@one-name.org with any requests.
As we look back over our forty years, and forward to the
next, the programme should have something of interest for
everyone. If you haven’t yet seen it, go to
https://one-name.org/guild-conference-agm/. And don’t
forget - the Early Bird prices, offering a great discount on
the full conference rates, end on 27 January 2019. Full
rate bookings can be made up to the closing date of 24
February 2019. For anyone who has only paid a deposit the
remaining balance needs to be paid by 27 January (for the
Early Bird price) or by 24 February. And if you wish to pay
for your conference place by instalments please contact
conference-booking@one-name.org for further details.
The 40th Anniversary Banquet on Saturday evening will be a
very special event; delegates will be contacted in due course
about their meal choices. So hopefully there is something
for everyone at next year’s event. We look forward to seeing
you there!
For full details of the 2019 Conference programme and
booking information, please visit https://one-name.org/
guild-conference-agm/
Sue Thornton-Grimes
Alan Moorhouse
W Paul Featherstone
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A Disputed Will
by Dr Ian G Macdonald (Member 6027)

W

ills, of course, are valuable documents for the
genealogist, often providing insight into close
family or, when the deceased is single and childless
(the archetypal maiden aunt), to several strands of family.
They can be even more valuable when disputed, because
participants in the action are then likely to have to prove
their relationship to the deceased. The mildly notorious
case of the eighteenth century Bowyer will, provides a good
example.

The Complaint

A group of Prudom descendants brought a complaint against
Francis Mewburn in 1785 alleging that Thomas Bowyer’s will
was invalid having been made by deception or coercion. These
are inflammatory words and promise exciting revelations.
A record of the case has been found at The National Archives.5
The pleadings cover six sheets of vellum each about a metre
square.

The Inheritance

Thomas Bowyer, a descendant of distinguished London
printers, died in County Durham on 27 December 1783 and
was buried at St Giles two days later.1 He had an estate at
Danby on the North Yorkshire moors, although he did not
live there, preferring to be closer to Durham. In his will he
left the estate to the distantly related Francis Mewburn,
apothecary/surgeon of Durham.
The will was disputed though. Word of this appeared in The
Gentleman’s magazine:2
At Durham, at the house of his friend Mr. Mewburn,
apothecary, Tho. Bowyer, esq; of Tudhoe-hall, only son
of the late worthy and learned Printer; .... He has
bequeathed almost the whole of his property of every
kind to Mr. Mewburn, by a will which (we are informed)
will be contested, by the friends of his father.
These ‘friends’ turn out to be members of a Prudom family,
so the question arises: How were the Bowyers, Mewburns and
Prudoms linked?
John Bowyer Nichols3 commented on this in 1817 and offered
a Bowyer tree for clarification (Nichols having been partner
to William Bowyer jnr. F.S.A. an exceptionally highly regarded
printer4):

Prudom v Mewburn

The diplomatic tone is typical, beginning with the Prudom
side who:
“… Humbly complaining shew unto your Lordship your
orators and oratrixes … Your orators except the said
James Deason and your oratrixes being the coheirs at
law of Thomas Prudom late Citizen and Fishmonger
of London deceased and being so the coheirs of John
Prudom, Ann Audas, Eleanor Talboyes, Marielle Cutbert,
Alice Dowson and Margaret Audas the Brother and Sisters
of the said Thomas Prudom deceased …”
The parties are all two or three generations on from Thomas
Bowyer, so have to explain how they are related to him.
James Deason is simply married to one of them, so why he
should have a direct interest is not immediately clear. The
pleadings at this point then become a genealogical treasure
trove.

The Genealogy

Transcription of Nichols’ Bowyer Tree

This is interesting but falls well short of answering the
question. The court case clarifies things better.
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The estate included properties at Broughton and Danby Dale
in Yorkshire and Navestock, Essex. Thomas Bowyer’s father,
also Thomas, left his property to his daughter Ann or, if she
died without an heir, to his brother John and his sisters – not
including Elizabeth, though the others had to give her a £50
legacy. Clearly the case required an understanding of who
these people were, so we get a recitation of who is who in
the Prudom family (orator or oratrix are the ones raising the
complaint):
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Ann married “William Bowyer late Printer, Citizen and
Stationer of London”. She died during her husband’s lifetime
in a third childbirth leaving her only surviving son Thomas
Prudom as her heir. [as can be seen in the Nichols tree above]
The siblings of Thomas Prudom (1665) [the father of Ann]
were listed as:
•
•
•
•

John Prudom; dead with no issue.
Ann Audas; dead without issue.
Alice Dowson; dead without issue.
Eleanor Talboyes married Robert Talboyes; both dead
leaving six daughters:
1.

•

Dorothy Talboyes married Thomas Prudom; both
dead leaving Thomas Prudom orator.
2. Elizabeth Talboyes married Thomas Petch; both
dead without issue.
3. Honour Talboyes married William Jackson; both
dead without issue.
4. Mildred Talboyes married Henry Sowley; both dead
leaving Henry Sowley orator.
5. Eleanor Talboyes married William Blakey; both
dead leaving one daughter Eleanor Deason, oratrix,
wife of James Deason, orator.
6. Marial Cutbert married James Cutbert; both dead
leaving one son John Cutbert who died leaving one
son James Cuthbert, orator.
Margaret Prudom married Thomas Audas; both died
leaving son Thomas Audas, orator.

We learn that Thomas Prudom and his siblings were all
children of an earlier Thomas (and an un-named wife) who
had a second marriage to Elizabeth Awdhouse from which
there was descent to Francis Mewburn. In his Answer to the
Complaint, Francis described this descent in a tortuous way
as:
… Elizabeth Prudom named in the Will of the said
Testator Thomas Prudom, and was a Sister of the said
Testator Thomas Prudom, intermarried with John
Mewburn the Grandfather of this Defendant and That
the said John Mewburn this Defendants Grandfather
had by his said Wife Elizabeth Prudom John Mewburn his
eldest Son, Thomas Mewburn his second Son and James
Mewburn his third Son the Father of this Defendant
and This Defendant Saith That He this defendant is the
only surviving Son and lawful Issue of the said James
Mewburn his said Father.
From this the following tree has been constructed:

Francis Mewburn, and Thomas Bowyer are highlighted in
blue, Complainants in red.
Francis also helpfully explained why Mary, Martha and
Elizabeth, daughters of his cousin John, did not become the
heirs to his grand-uncle, John Prudom (1681), thus clarifying
that part of the tree as well.

The Case – Prudom v Mewburn, 1785

The complainants asserted that Francis Mewburn had
inveigled Thomas Prudom into his house, got him drunk,
persuaded him to sign a will, then kept him drunk until he
died. Thomas’s character was blackened to show that this
scheme was practicable:
“… Charge that the said Thomas Bowyer was a very Wild
and Extravagant Person and led a very Dissolute Life
… disobliging his father … lived in an obscure place in
the country … at Tudhoe near the City of Durham and
went by a feigned name … and served three year in the
Militia”
In response, Francis Mewburn recited the indentures and
wills involving Thomas Prudom, William Bowyer and Ann
Prudom demonstrating how the estates passed correctly
to Thomas Bowyer and were never likely to have passed
to the complainants. He then recounted the full history of
his involvement with Thomas leading up to the disputed
will. Francis insisted that Thomas was the one who had
first contacted him, claiming cousinship and demanding
acquaintance, and that thereafter Francis had treated him
for his “Gout and Gravel”.6
On 19 October 1782 Francis was summoned to Tudhoe to
treat a severe attack of gout. Several hours later Thomas
dictated a will to him (in terms similar to the final will) –
fearing he was on the brink of death – and had it witnessed
by three locals.
The following day Thomas insisted on being taken by chaise
to Francis’s house at Claypath so Francis could look after
him. Later that day Thomas, apparently concerned about the
legality of the first will (so, not exactly out of his mind with
either pain or drink), sent for Francis Smales, the attorney,
and spent some hours instructing him. Smales returned on
the 21st with a newly drafted will that was then signed and
witnessed by John Patrick of Durham, woollen draper, William
Henderson of Durham, grocer, and Francis Smales, Durham,
attorney at law – all, presumably, thoroughly respectable
citizens. The will is entirely rational, with various bequests
to servants, to the people of Tudhoe and to John Nichols,
his father’s partner in the printing business. It even includes
money for a memorial service and specifies the subject of the
sermon. If it was the work of a crazed drunkard then Smales
must have colluded to a remarkable degree in creating such
a normal document.
Thomas then lived for another 14 months, mostly at Tudhoe,
so the story about keeping him drunk seems far-fetched.
There was ample opportunity for the will to have been
revoked had he so wished.
In Francis’s answer to the complaint it emerged that James
Deason had a history of threatening Thomas if he wouldn’t
leave his property to him. Deason had also harassed Thomas
with claims that he knew him to be illegitimate.

The Prudom tree from litigation
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Interestingly, in the unpublished Account and Note Book
of Francis Mewburn discovered in Canada,7 none of this
apparent drama receives much of a mention. Two payments,
presumably for medicines and treatment, are posted then
Bowyer’s death is noted, purely factually:
1783 Mr. Thos Bowyer died on Saturday Morning half
past twelve O’clock Dec. 27th aged 54 & buried Tuesday
Decr. 30th.8
However, the next entry reflects a significant change in
circumstances for Mewburn:
1784 Left Durham 29th Jany arrived in London on Feby
1 & returned from London Mar 11th arrived at Dm. 17th
March Wednesday two O’clock P.M.
Five weeks in London can only have been to sort out Thomas’s
estate and secure the inheritance though, again, no fuss is
made over it.
In court the Complaint was not upheld; Francis retained the
benefit of the estates. The Chancery Papers do not include
the verdict, but it does rate a mention in Francis’s diary:
1787 Set off for York 11th March half past 7 October in
the Morning, arrived there about 8 in the Evening, the
[?] Cause came on 19th at nine in the Morning & a quarter
past 8 in the Evening the Jury without withdrawing
gave a Verdict in my favor, 20th returned to Durham.
[initialled] F M9
The court case may have been little more than vexatious,
however, it was a genealogical goldmine.
As a postscript, with his new-found wealth, Francis first went
to live and raise his family at Bishop Middleham then, in
1792, bought Trimdon Grange – both within reasonable reach
of Durham. Finally, though, his diary gives us “Came to the
Howe Friday 15th May 1795”10 – the Howe being his house at
Castleton on the Danby estate. He then remained there but
continued to practice medicine at nearby Whitby. n

7.

Macdonald, Ian G. 2014. Mewburn ‘Diaries’ Unearthed. Genealogist’s
Magazine, 31(5), pp. 178-181.

8.

Mewburn, Francis. 1782-1823. Account & Note Book, 5 Vols.
Archives of Ontario, F958-10. Toronto: Archives of Ontario. Vol 1,
image 12.

9.

Mewburn, Francis. Op. Cit., Vol. 1, image 28.

10. Mewburn, Francis. Op. Cit., Vol 3, image 2.

Ian is studying the surname Mewburn with the variant
Meaburn and can be contacted at mewburn@one-name.
org

Australia Southeast Region Update

O

n 21 October, members of the Australia Southeast
region took advantage of the coming of spring to hold
an alfresco seminar in a leafy Melbourne suburb. Nine
members attended from Melbourne, Bendigo, Gippsland and
Tasmania.
The morning outdoor session was a round-table discussion of
the recent experience and focus that each member had been
taking with their studies, covering organisation of data, sources
of data and DNA matching. The outcome of the morning was a
long list of websites to be explored.
After a sumptuous barbeque lunch, provided by our hosts
Jeanette and Bill McRobb, we were reinvigorated for an
afternoon session. This was held in front of a large television,
connected to the internet. With this we were able to connect
to the websites listed from the morning and each member
was able to demonstrate their experience and all could see
opportunities available for our own studies. The sites included
DNA Painter, Living DNA, GEDmatch, Lost Cousins, Wikitree,
and Memento-mori, as well as a number of blog sites.
The email exchanges after we made our ways home can be
summarised with “... we went home with more than we
contributed ... combined expertise and experience ... new
ideas ... renewed vigour ... let us do it again!” n
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Gout produces painful joints due to a build-up of urate crystals in
the synovial fluid of the joints. Gravel are bladder stones – uric acid
crystals – a common accompaniment to gout.

Above is a photo of the gathering, taken by Bill McRobb.
L-R: Libby Shade (Bysouth/Cazaly/Chapple ONS), Ann Collins
(Colenso ONS), Lynda Chetwood Burke (Chetwood ONS), Joe
Flood (Blood/Coad ONS), Jeanette McRobb (McRobb ONS),
David Evans (Akehurst ONS), Ros Escott (Escott ONS), Philip
Jones (Chandflower ONS), Kim House.
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Evolution of One-Name Studies
~ The Butcher & Orlando Studies
by Julie Goucher (Member 3925)
One such internment camp was set up in Hay, New
South Wales, Australia, initially to accommodate
Italians, but later held a mix of Italian, German and
Japanese individuals. I visited Hay in 2012 and there
is little reference to the Italian and Germans held
there, but much relating to the Japanese interned
there.

I

have talked previously about the catalysts for my OneName Studies. Both of my studies represent the surnames
from my parents. My Dad from Sicily who migrated to
England in the early 1960s and my Mum whose family had
not moved more than 40 miles or so in 300 years and whose
family was predominantly in the English counties of Surrey,
Sussex and Hampshire and in particular, the spot where those
three counties meet.

The Orlando Study

I was fascinated by the reason for the Orlandos’ migration.
This was not only because of the economic condition of Italy
and Sicily after the Second World War. Italy and in particular
the south of the country had always been poor. The First
World War saw Italy fight with the Allies: at the end of the
war the nation was almost bankrupt. People felt that the
promises that had been mentioned had not materialised.
This caused the Italian people to reflect on the sacrifices
families had made. My own family was not isolated from this
and bore the same losses as other families. The Golden Books
which honour those who died during the First World War is
a valuable resource and available online; I mentioned the
site during the Guild Italian webinar in August 2018. You can
download the handout that accompanied the presentation
from the Guild website. I also wrote about the Golden Books
in the November 2018 edition of Family Tree Magazine (UK).
There were several waves of migration from Italy to other
countries, the most common destinations being Argentina
and the United States of America. After the economic
crash in the late 1920s, migration into the United States
was restricted so many Italians looked elsewhere. Italians
increasingly went to Australia.
As a consequence during the second world war, with those
who had naturalised fighting on the side of the Allies and
those that had not naturalised interned and their status
assessed; were they residing in Australia and the United
States whilst potentially supporting the Fascist movement?
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2019

Understanding the reasons for migration is
important, as are the factors that affect those
decisions later on. I cannot imagine that those who
did seek to migrate from their Country and did
not have the funds to Naturalise considered that
at some point in the future they would be deemed
enemies of the state and interned. That is said of
those of German and Italian descent who had lived
in England, USA or Australia and that includes those born in
those countries. The same can be said of those who were
from Japan or of Japanese descent who resided in Australia
and the United States. I read at Hay Internment camp of a
young man, interned there and then sent back to Japan. That
might seem rather helpful, except that he had been born in
Australia, spoke no Japanese, much less been there. I was
curious to know what happened to him but was unable to
determine that and hope that he eventually found himself
where he wanted to be, surrounded by those he loved.

Understanding the migration spread of any surname is
important as it provides us with the understanding of where
the surname might be found and then enables us to consider
the reasoning of the migration. The map above from Public
Profiler enabled me to see the spread of where the surname
Orlando appears and therefore indicates which countries
I need to be researching in or should at the very least be
aware that individuals with the surname are to likely be
found there.
In 2002, the starting point of the Orlando study was the
existence of the surname in the British Isles and of course
Sicily. I knew that individuals of my own family had
migrated to the United States but when I began the study
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it was not going to be easy to research those individuals
and the families that they created as they embarked upon
their new life. Of course, there were other instances of
the surname Orlando in the British Isles outside of my own
family including a marriage in Surrey in 1915 which was the
daughter of an Italian who had settled in Wales and married
a female from Ireland. What I found curious was the location
of the marriage in Surrey; the very parish that my Dad went
to in the early 1960s and I contemplated the formation of
the Italian community there and when it began. At the time
of writing there is still an Italian community in Woking and
represents about 4,000 individuals most of who arrived here
from the Mussomeli region of Sicily and made new lives here
post second world war. There is a Catholic Church which
gives Mass in Italian and it is still an important part of the
community.
As time moved on and material became available and
easily accessible both in the UK and USA, coupled with the
additional surge of available Italian records, the global
aspect of the study came into its own. For those researching
Italian ancestors (and in fact in any part of Europe) you need
to know the exact place the family came from. There is
no centralised record keeping and I talked about that in a
previous journal article, From a Single Name – Beginnings of
an Italian One-Name Study.
As I add material to my genealogical programme I am also
building a spreadsheet so that the marriages can be added
to the world-wide index. The Italian records give a huge
amount of details, by way of example, a marriage will give
the full name of the bride and groom. It will also provide the
full names of the parents of the bride and groom and that
includes the maiden names for both mothers. In Italy, women
retain their maiden names even after marriage, so that is
worth considering if you are researching an Italian female
who subsequently migrated to the UK or elsewhere; at that
point they tend to take their husband’s surname, but that is
not always the case.

Butcher references in other documents, mainly involving
land and buildings being bought and sold. I had previously
drawn out the family on paper and used this was as a way
of focusing on those documents and the details contained
therein.

After my Mum died in 2014 I went back and reviewed the
earlier research. More material was online, Surrey parish
records had been digitised by Ancestry and that meant that I
could potentially tie up some of those old loose ends. We all
know how it is, you start looking at something and three hours
later find you have gone off on a tangent! What I expected
to be a quick review in fact took about three months. I
had reams of material in the filing cabinet and in various
electronic folders. Over the years I had been contacted by
other Butcher researchers; I had kept all those letters and
enclosures and set about reviewing them too.

The Butcher study is completely different to the Orlando
study in many ways, in terms of language, culture, religion,
and the Migrational spread just to name a few. When I began
researching I never intended to undertake a study. Only a fool
would attempt such a prevalent surname I hear you say….to
which I respond guilty as charged! My own Butcher ancestry
was nestled in rural Surrey and my Grandfather was born
in the parish of Wanborough, a few miles from Guildford,
Surrey. Being a Surrey girl, I recall looking for a relative’s
telephone number in the phone book, the Butcher entries
ran over pages, about twelve or so from memory and I recall
the passing pondering of was I related to all these people?
Over the following months and years my research took a
different slant with the consideration of perhaps undertaking
a complete extraction of Butcher material from home turf;
typically, Surrey and Sussex. I had long held the view that my
own personal family had crossed the border from Sussex into
Surrey settled there, albeit with an amount of movement
across the county lines. On visits to St Catherine’s I began
extracting all the Butcher references from the indexes
relating to birth, marriages and deaths that were recorded
in the numerous registration districts for Surrey and Sussex.

In the interim, I had also discovered that my maternal
Grandparents were 6th Cousins, not too surprising, given the
geographical area the families had resided in. I was then
contacted by a cousin who was researching the family of my
Great Grandmother, Mary Elizabeth Elstone; and did I have
any information regarding that family. Of course, I did and
provided the information happily. As I reviewed that material
I recalled that Mary Elizabeth’s brother Alfred Elstone had
married a Rose Butcher. As I already had one connection
between the families of my Grandparents, I wondered if I
had any others. It eventually transpired that the family
Alfred Elstone had connected with through marriage was
indeed connected to my maternal Grandfather and at that
point I really did feel that I was drowning in Surrey Butcher
families, let alone the Sussex ones. By now, FreeBMD had not
only been established but had pretty much completed what
they set out to do. I downloaded the data as a CSV (comma
separated value) file and inserted it into Excel. I then added
in a few extra fields into my spreadsheet so that I could
capture additional material, such as the Church and the exact
date. I added a notes field because there is often a reference
I wanted to make. The amount of Butcher marriages was
almost frightening, my spreadsheet sits at around 37,000
marriages alone and that is not completely up to date. In
contrast there were just 72 Orlando marriages between 1837
and 1983 in England and Wales but remember, that whilst
the number of Orlando marriages here is a relatively small
number that is nothing when compared to the spread of the
surname across Italy, let alone other parts of the globe. This
map from www.gens.info (Fig.4) shows the spread of the
surname across Italy.

Fast forward a good decade or so and I by then had more
than a few loose ends to my own family research. I also had

I went to World Profiler and inserted the surname Butcher
into the site and waited whilst it generated the map (Fig.5).

The Butcher Study
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the fact that I knew my own Butcher families had migrated
across the globe and therefore, it was reasonable to assume
that other Butcher families had done likewise, especially
when considering the map from Public Profiler. Despite this
huge task that lay before me, I do not regret registering the
surname and only wish I had done it earlier and certainly
whilst my Mum was alive.
Barely a week goes past when I don’t receive either material
from Guild members about Butcher families or an email
from the public. I have many, many hours to invest in this
study alone as I move the material across from paper into
a genealogical programme; I use Roots Magic. In addition
to that I need to examine all the paper, make decisions on
what to keep and what to recycle and then scan the rest.
My entire study is intended to be for the public and that
means that every scrap of paper will be digitised and added
to the site, linking in to the appropriate person in the Roots
Magic file, with those that are still living withheld from view,
although I will be able to see them as administrator of the
study & website.

Fig.4

Yes, the results were pretty much as I expected them to be,
Butcher was a common surname and had migrated across the
globe. I pondered on the study registration. I surely must
be mad to even consider it. I looked at the studies of other
Guild members and put some of those registered names
into FreeBMD, sorted for marriages only, to get a sense of
comparison – Howes gave a result of around 18,000 between
1837 and 1983, Fowler revealed around 45,500 results Gray
revealed 50,000 as did Hammond and Marshall. I then looked
to the Guild marriage indexes to see if that was going to be
a viable way of helping to reconstruct families. It was, and I
set about extracting the material into the Excel spreadsheet
that I had downloaded from FreeBMD. I pondered on the
registration of the surname a bit more and then finally

The Guild benefits I used were the indexes as a way of
confirming marriages from FreeBMD and parish records and
by using Guild Marriage Challenges This is an excellent way of
using the indexes and saving money. It works very well with
popular surnames and extends the data from FreeBMD by
adding in the date and venue for the marriage. The modern
era has also enabled a great many parishes to digitise their
material and therefore it is reasonably easy to access the
material, although there will be some registers unavailable
because they are still in use or they have been deposited
with the County archive and not digitised, Surrey for example
has digitised up to 1937 for marriages. There may also be
availability issues with marriages and other records relating
Non-Conformist & Roman Catholic events.
For every marriage there are of course two surnames at least,
the bride and groom. On occasions, the other surname is also
registered and that means you can contact another member
of the Guild and swap information! When I undertake the
citation of material I reference the marriage event to the
church or venue. I also use the GRO as an additional reference
in Roots Magic and I also source the other study.
By way of example, my maternal Grandparents, George
Butcher (born 1908) and Lilian Edith Matthews (born 1912)
married at Guildford Surrey Registration Office in 1939. That
is source reference one and, in this case, I have linked the
event to the image in TNG as I inherited the original marriage
certificate. The second source is the information from the
GRO; Reference, Volume and Page along with Registration
District. The third source is the reference to the Matthews
study.

Fig.5

decided to do it in the autumn of 2016. I then applied to
join the Members Website Project and devised a strategy of
getting the material from my piles of paper and the filing
cabinet into Roots Magic and then to TNG which is how I
choose to display my study.
This is, and always was going to be, a hard task. What
prompted me to register the surname was the preservation
of the material I had within the Members Website Project and
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2019

Study Comparisons

In pretty much every way the Orlando and Butcher studies
are different. Orlando is a Patronymic surname whereas
Butcher is an occupational one. The records for the Orlando
are typically Italian unless there has been migration and
we already know that there have been huge amounts
of migration from Italy across the globe. Individuals are
predominately Roman Catholic whereas for the Butcher
study they are predominately Church of England or NonConformist, although some are Roman Catholic. Most records
for the Butcher study are written in English whereas the
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Orlando records tend to be in Latin or Italian. That is a huge
generalisation, but they are the main differences.
The studies are also identical in different ways, although I
realise that this statement is a contradiction in terms. Both
studies have seen lots of migration, the difference is where
the migration occurred and the reasons for it. If you look back
at the map from World Profiler there are lots of Butcher’s
in Australia and that could be contributory to being part of
the former British Empire therefore movement and assisted
passage was easy to come by or alternatively it could be due
to the amount of transportation.
Both studies begin with the same strategy, and that is
family reconstruction from marriages and I have tended
to use the marriages from England and Wales as my initial
data set for both studies. This is mainly due to where I am
physically located and remember the studies both started
before the internet. From that point I build the families
outwards, using Census and baptisms and burials, including
the individuals prior to marriage. Where a female Butcher
marries into another family I follow the family down at least
one generation. If it is my own family, then I have followed
it totally. I always contact with a Guild member if another
study links into mine and swap information. I retain two
trees on my TNG site, one representing my own family and
the other representing my study. I then add to the TNG site
any information that I want to include, such as certificates
and photographs, all appropriately cited.
Both of these studies are large, they are equally a huge
undertaking and yet I do not regret registering them and
tapping into the benefits of membership for things like
marriage challenges and Members Website Project. I knew
that I would want to get my material onto the website
and that would involve a lot of typing of material from
the pre-internet days and that is a large undertaking, but
nonetheless, I plan to follow that through. For me the point
of the study is to see where the research leads and to share
with others.
One thing that I do find fascinating is the consistencies
between the two studies and their linking into my OnePlace studies, both of which formed because my respective
families remained in the same broad location for several
generations. My maternal Great Grandparents, who had the
surnames of Butcher, Matthews, Elstone and Harris are all
registered surnames. The only one of these that was not
from the Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire area is Matthews,
otherwise the families all lived within a 40-mile radius of
each other and just to complicate things I have two separate
lines of Harris and Butcher families all intermarrying with
each other, although the intermarrying of my ancestors in
this geographical region does not stop there! My paternal
Great Grandparents who had the surnames of Orlando,
Virciglio, Licata and Nola, the only surname registered is
Orlando and that is my study. All four of those families lived
within a 10-mile radius. All of these individuals, regardless
of whether they were in the South of England or Sicily
worked the land. They existed within a small geographical
area, shared religions, occupations, challenges and a small
marriage pool as a result of a rural setting, which we should
not underestimate.
The strategy for the forthcoming year is to work through the
material that I have collated for both studies. Adding the
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material to RootsMagic, strengthening the citations. I will
also be uploading the relevant images and documents to
TNG and then linking the individual to the image. Work will
continue for my personal Butcher “hot bed” in Surrey and
Sussex before moving onto the rest of the study, commencing
Middlesex and then Suffolk. During May I received an email,
sent from my Guild profile page from someone asking about a
Butcher family in Suffolk. I replied and began some tentative
research so that I could reply with a bit more than I will
get back to you. As I trawled through the Suffolk Records
Office online catalogue I spotted a reference to a Butcher
family from Sussex. I was immediately intrigued. On further
investigation, it transpired that the reference was to my
Butcher family from Sussex who was involved with a land
transaction with a Suffolk landowner, Hon Elizabeth Hervey.
It is worth remembering that documents might be held at
another archive facility rather than the most obvious one!
I also have a great deal of personal Butcher material for
Australia and Canada, as I have family lines that migrated
to both places. For the Orlando study I want to focus on
my personal Orlando material for Sutera and neighbouring
communes then across to the United States into my US
Orlando “hot beds” of New York, Alabama and Louisiana
before venturing outwards. I also have a number of Orlando
references for Australia and Canada that I want to finalise
and process.

Next Steps

Will I achieve all of this, probably not; I will be distracted by
communication from another researcher or a new available
dataset and that will throw me off course, but this is a hobby,
albeit an obsessive one. I can change my rules and aims any
time and my studies will continue to evolve. Even those
members who have been with the Guild since the early days
will find their study has evolved and taken shape, deviating
from the path expected as technology and record availability
influenced that evolution.
The important element here for me, is to preserve my work.
Another important element is to write about my study and
let others know of its existence: set up a profile page and/
or create a Facebook group. I firmly hold the view that our
studies need to be where other people are, and that is online
and visible. If they are not, then the material might as well
be hidden in our homes inaccessible to others and where is
the fun in that? And, furthermore, how many opportunities
are we missing.
Having just moved to a new house I was horrified at how bad
my genealogical situation was; there were some 34 boxes of
genealogical records, notes, and other material. My husband
was even more dismayed as he had to carry all those boxes
up and down the stairs at both the old and new house! It
will be torture, to now live in an area where my husband’s
ancestors are from and not research them, as I have made
the decision that I will not focus on those families until I
have at least 1/3rd of the material for both the Butcher
and Orlando studies online. Will I achieve that, probably
not; I will likely be tempted to deviate from my plan and
that is okay. We live life once, we should enjoy our time
with our hobby and I firmly believe that we will be better
study registrants if we interact in some way with others, by
talking about our studies, sharing the information, whether
that is writing about our individual studies or individuals
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in the studies, whether that is on a blog or an article or a
combination of all of those things.
I leave no descendants. I do not want my hard work and
research material to be confined to a skip or a recycling bag.
I want it to be shared and enjoyed by others whether they
read something and follow a link or stumble across it. As
Guild members we should take advantage of the numerous
benefits, listen to a webinar which perhaps explains how
other members do their study. Read articles written by Guild
members about their studies or the broader principles of
a study, undertake the Pharos course, whether that is the
Introduction or Advanced course. I teach the former and
Helen Osborn the latter and regardless of how long you
have been a Guild member, or working on a study, there is
always something to learn. How many times have you looked
at a document that you have had for a while, yet spotted
something new? We have all done it, me included. Search
the Guild indexes and perhaps put the surnames of your
Grandparents through the search box on the website and see
if they are registered names or surname interests.
Our studies, much like us as individuals and mankind, have
evolved and will continue to do so; and likely at an alarming
rate. Today we can take a picture with a device around the
size of a glasses case, yet fifty years ago telephones were
corded, with the round circular face and much to my horror,
I saw one recently being sold as “retro”. A hundred years
ago the concept of the telephone was created, but the idea

News from the Guild Website...
Team News

Well, despite me still being here, the web team is continuing
to progress. Karen, Robert and Harry have settled well into
their new roles and no doubt you’re becoming familiar with
them as they address your login and renewal challenges, add
your new content to the site and work continuously in the
background to keep everything running and up-to-date. With
about 15,000 visitors to the site each month, every week
brings a new challenge.

Recent Additions

As hard as we tried, we didn’t have the new membership
and study registration products quite ready for the start of
renewals this year. For anyone who didn’t receive our apology,
the renewal reminder you probably found in your inbox on
1 November was just an errant notification from testing
that we continue to do in preparation for these membership
products. You will begin seeing these products for ‘real’ as
soon as we’re sure that they’re ready for thousands of Guild
members!
In the meantime, we’ve been able to deliver some of your
excellent suggestions. Please continue to use the Suggestion
Board (logged in) to share your bright ideas. Thanks to the
efforts of Marie Byatt, the new Marriages of the World index
has been delivered and is proving very popular with people
using the search as well as to members who contribute to
the index. The search has had an unprecedented number of
page views (over 5,000) in the time it has been available and
the index already has over 65,000 records. Please consider
contributing records to the index, especially since when visitors
use the ‘Surname Search’, if their search matches records in
the indexes these will show at the bottom of your profiles.
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that you could have it with you, portable and do more than
make a telephone call would be something that could have
appeared in an early twentieth century science fiction story.
How many of us began working on our studies in days before
the internet when the concept of sites like FreeBMD or any
of the commercial sites was even considered. As the internet
era evolved the only folk to have websites were commercial
companies and gradually that evolved into regular people
having sites. Certainly, I never thought that one day I could
sit at my desk and tap into a search engine a surname and
have a wealth of information at my fingertips. Just as our
ancestors likely never thought that they could turn a tap and
have water or flick a switch and have electricity.
So, as you go into 2019 consider what are you going to do
with your study? how has it evolved over time? whether you
have been a Guild member for forty years or just forty days.
Are you going to celebrate with us at the 40th Anniversary
conference?
Where has your One-Name Study taken you? And where will
your study go next? n
Julie is studying the surname Butcher with variants
Butchers; Orlando with variants Orlanda, Orlande and
Worship with variants Worshipe, Worships, Wurship and
can be contacted at orlando@one-name.org

Speaking of these indexes, another suggestion recommended
that index links only be shown to the public when it is an index
open to the public rather than restricted to members only. This
suggestion has also been implemented.
Most recently as a result of another suggestion, we reconciled
the surname search display with the display seen when people
access profiles by direct URL like one-name.org/name_
profile/<study>. Now, when people find your profile page using
Google search, they will see the same information as if they
had used our ‘Surname Search’ feature, including a summary
of your study above your profile information as well as links to
Guild indexes below it.

Some Little Tips

Members who use the Microsoft Edge browser please be
aware that you may encounter problems on our site if
you access legacy pages for payments (like renewals!) or
Regional newsletters and Committee minutes restricted to
members only. The way MS Edge implemented its security
authentication is currently incompatible with our security
and you may see an ‘Authentication Failed’ message. Until
or unless Microsoft changes their Edge product, you may
need to use a different browser like Chrome or Firefox if you
experience this issue.

On the Horizon

For the time being, most of our effort will be focused on
supporting the Guild’s busy renewal season and we’ll continue
with the development of our new membership and study
products as time permits. Then we’ll need to prepare to
support voting associated with the Guild’s 2019 Conference &
AGM and, as always, there are still a few more legacy subsystems like indexes to migrate. n
- Kim Baldacchino
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Connected Lines:
Doug Burgum
(Member 1476)
by Karen Heenan-Davies (Member 6760)

I

n our Connected Lines feature this issue, we hear from
Doug Burgum who is a long-standing Guild member. He
manages his study on the Burgum/Burgham surname from
his home in the sunshine of Andorra, a small independent
principality located between France and Spain in the
Pyrenees mountains. He settled here after a career spent
travelling the world as an airline captain.

Q. Paper hoarder or computer fan - which are
you?
Computer fan, but I still have my boxed notes from 30+ years
ago. I began my first website many, many years ago. It was
a straight-forward HTML site. Two years ago I began a new
website. The new website is a Database HTML5 website,
which does so much more!

Q. Why did you decide to start doing a one Q. What’s been your greatest/most satisfying
name study?
achievement in your study?
The surname was so rare, my father, told me, that the only
Burgums were ours. One day I found more in a Manchester
phone directory and my father could not tell me who they
were. Pre-computers, I searched every telephone directory
in the UK. That led to about 100 hand-written letters. The
rest, as they say, is history!

Q. What’s the current status of the study?

I would describe this as “very active”. I work on it almost
every day and in several different ways.
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Meeting Burgums (and Burghams) in Australia, Brazil, Canada,
Singapore, South Africa, the USA and, of course, around the
UK. I am a retired Airline Captain. Boeing 747-400, British
Airways, and so was able to visit relatives and potential
relatives around the world. The amazing stories I uncovered
come a close second.

Q. What approach have you found worked
particularly well?
Constant communication. Initially I wrote paper journals,
which I published for years. However they became too
expensive so I reverted to an email based communication
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where I could tell all my
Burgums
and
Burghams
about our news. While there
might be a restriction on
some birth, marriage, death
information if people are still
alive, I can still publish news
if it is in the public domain.
An example is my namesake
(also Doug Burgum) who
happens to be Governor of
North Dakota! If he does
something interesting, I
write about it.

Q. What has been your number one challenge
with your study over the years?
The 1000’s of hours I have spent on it!

Q. Have you made any mistakes along the
way? Care to share one of them?
Starting the project. Knowing I will never finish it. (I wouldn’t
have it any other way).

you get, how many names and dates you get, only provide
the skeleton. Putting the meat on the bones, discovering the
background information, makes the project be so much more
interesting. Also, if the name is rare, contact everyone you
can.

Q. Who has been the most interesting individual
you have discovered via your study?

Perhaps Henry Burgum, the Bristol pewterer (17391789). He came from humble beginnings, but following
an apprenticeship, he became a successful businessman
in Bristol. A Bristol poet, Thomas Chatterton, sold the De
Burgham pedigree to Henry detailing his family history
dating back to Norman times. It turned out to be a fiction
and Henry was humiliated. His businesses suffered and he
ended up bankrupt in the Fleet prison. You can read the story
here - http://www.burgumfamily.co.uk/article_1.php

Q. What software program do you use?

My website and Heredis to record live people and their
private details for future publication. I have over 5000
Burgums and Burghams on my website and that number
grows every day. Because I use a database, every person adds
to numerous pages and lists every day. These grow to expand
my knowledge.

Q. As you’ve done your study have you
Make the Connection
developed any particular interests?
If Doug’s feature has sparked
Not really. Every story is different. Every fact is important.
Background information is critical.

Q. If you were to start your study all over
again, what would you do differently?

some ideas for your own
research and you’d like to follow up with him on some
questions, please contact him at doug.burgum@one-name.
org. His website can be found at http://www.burgumfamily.
com/.

Retire to Andorra (Oh, sorry, I have done that already!). I
have no regrets other than the passing of my Burgum contacts
(and Burgham contacts) over so many years.

Q. What’s your number one tool you use in
your research - the one you find invaluable
My number one tool is my new website. It is a database
website so cross-referencing names, locations or any other
facts has become so much easier.

Q What advice would you give to someone just
starting out on their own study?

If you’d like to be
featured in a future
Connected Lines
interview, please contact
Guild member Karen
Heenan-Davies via
heenan@one-name.org

Record everything, including the source and reference, but
do not become obsessed with names and dates. How far back

Want to Get Started?

Visit the webpage “Want a DNA Project?” at the Guild website, in the DNA section to learn about your options and
how to proceed. You must be logged in to see this page.
https://one-name.org/want-a-DNA-project/

Want to Learn More about DNA for family history research?

Visit the DNA resource section at the Guild website. You must be logged in to see all the pages. A limited selection
of pages are available to the public.
https://one-name.org/DNA-introduction/

Want to save money on DNA test kits?

Your or your participants can save money by buying test kits through the Guild. See:
https://one-name.org/DNA-kits-available-from-the-guild/
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Charles Harris Gotts: was he an
Olympic Weightlifter?
by Ian Gotts (Member 1398)

I

was doing a trawl for my more recent Gotts relatives on
www.iannounce.co.uk, an interesting website where
there are many local family notices of births, marriages
and obituaries, and was struck by this photo of Charles Harris
Gotts. It was an ‘In Memoriam’ entry by his daughter, Jean
Tonkinson, and mentioned he was an Olympic Weightlifter.
It had a link to an
article by his daughter
Jean in The Pontefract
& Castleford Express.
She was only six when
he died of cancer
aged thirty-six, so has
very little memory
of him: all the tales
were from her mother.
She wanted to know
definitely whether the
story was true that he
had competed at the
1936 Berlin Olympics.

I managed to phone
her, and she told me
that he had been to
the games, and that she had a photograph of the Games in
the stadium and a silk scarf which he brought back. She had
seen a photo of him with the British Olympic team in Berlin
all wearing the British team kit, but it had been destroyed
in a fire!

Apart from that, there was nothing to find on Google about
Charles or his weight-lifting in the Olympics.

So how did Charles become a champion
weightlifter?

He was a self-employed builder in Castleford, Yorkshire, so he
would have been pretty strong because of his trade. Searching
through the British Newspaper Archive via Find My Past I
found several references to Charles winning competitions in
1932-1934. The Daily Mail 29 April 1932 mentions ‘S Gotts of
Castleford’ (clearly a typo) as coming third in the Yorkshire
finals. His three Olympic lifts were: Military press 140lbs,
snatch 159 ¾ lbs, Clean and jerk 225lbs. On 5 November
1934 the Yorkshire Post reports Charles Gotts of Castleford
taking part in the Northern Counties championship, though
not winning. He did win the British Championships in 1934.

The next question was: how did they select
the Olympic team?
Some searching for weight-lifting championships produced a
souvenir pamphlet for the 1936 British Olympic Championship
run by the British Amateur Weightlifters Association on 27
June 1936, but this doesn’t include Charles either.

The scarf shows all the flags round the edge, and it being
the 1936 Olympics with the German Swastika on the middle
right-hand side.
So there’s a challenge,
right in my lap!
First stop was to
sort out his family
tree where I found
an interesting story
of one of my family
following her sisters
to Yorkshire, having
an illegitimate child,
was helped by a
Charles Harris Ducker,
the widower of her
sister, who helped her
son Charles Herbert
through school. Charles then honoured the help he received
by calling his son Charles Harris Gotts.
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So was he in the Olympic Records?

Next stop the British Library, with its extensive collection
of books, where I often find useful off-piste material. Here
we have the German Official Handbook from the Olympic
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Games, written in German, of course. Stumbling my way
through there I found the weightlifting section, but no Gotts
in the winning names. They only included the winners, not all
the competitors, so that didn’t rule out Charles competing.
Back online, looking up Olympics, I found the website www.
la84foundation.org. This publishes all the reports issued by
the International Olympic Association, and the 1936 report
is available to read and download - but it only lists medal
winners.
Jean had previously been in touch with someone about the
British Olympic Association, whose records turn out to be at
the University of East London.
So, off to the Archives at UEL where a very helpful chap dug
out all the boxes they had. He apologised that they didn’t
have more, but the reason they now held them is that the
BOA used to keep them in a cellar, and they had had a flood
which ruined most of them! About four box files and a book
were available, which described all the preparations for the
whole British team, and identified that five weight-lifting
competitors would be paid for, one for each class.
The book is interesting, as it is the report by the British
Olympic Association, and consists of reports by members
of the teams. The report by the Hon. Sec. of the British
Amateur Weightlifting Association describes the difficulties
they faced. Because of the sheer number of competitors
from round the world, and insufficient time being allowed,
the Featherweight and Lightweight classes had to lift their
heaviest weight at the end of the competition when they
would normally be asleep! Our Lightweight lifter was having
to shower at 2am to try and keep awake.
And the book has a photo of the team, and the heavyweight
class is Ron Walker, not our Charles. Ron Walker was the
favourite to win from his previous experience, and they
showed off their skills in the Olympic Park. It seems that he
overdid this, and slightly injured himself, so the British team
walked away with no medals at all.
Harold Laurance was the Middleweight lifter, and there is an
image archive online for him. Included in that is an interview

This might be of interest...
The Guild’s Webinar Series starts up again in January 2019 – our
theme is Around the World with Your One-Name Study. Each
month we will focus on a specific country to learn about resources
and research tips to help us travel the world with our one-name
studies. More information about the countries and speakers will be
posted in December.

Persons of Interest – Havelock the Dane

On the second and fourth Mondays of each month, we share a
short story [on the Guild website] provided by a member about a
person of interest in their one-name study. Whether your person
is good, bad, or simply interesting or unusual, please send us your
story. This post is from Guild member Roger E. Havelock, who
started his Havelock research in 1963 and has been a member of
the Guild since 1981.
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in The Chronicle and Echo in 1996. This says:
“Laurance can remember clearly when Hitler sent for
the British team”. He added “We were all standing in
a line. It was clear that Hitler liked the British team
because we were, for the most part, perfect Aryan
types”.
“But Ron Walker stood at the end of the line. He was a
dark Yorkshire lad and it was clear that Hitler had little
time for him. That was ironic because Ron was a real
champion.”

Charles was and is a British Weightlifting
Champion

So it is clear that Charles wasn’t competing, despite being a
British Champion in 1934, though it appears that he went to
Berlin with them to support the team.
The last stop was to try the British weightlifting organisations.
The British Olympic Weightlifting Body doesn’t have any
official links to the Olympics, other than being some form of
support organisation. British Weightlifting Association don’t
keep any records for that period, but referred me to the
Yorkshire & North East Powerlifting Federation (www.ynepf.
co.uk). An email to them found a very helpful chap called
Ian Hampson, who checked the records in Mirfield and knew
about all the Olympians from the club.
Charles was not among them, but he found that CH Gotts still
holds the British and YNE record for the “Right Hand Clean &
Jerk”. The lift is one of the ‘odd lifts’, which were 42 lifts for
which rules and records existed, but were rarely competed
for. He lifted almost 100kg over-head with one hand, weighing
only 75kg himself! (so in English money, he weighed 12 stone
and lifted 16 stone over his head, equivalent to four bags of
cement with one hand!!!)
So Charles was, and still is, a British Champion. n
Ian is studying the surname Gotts with variant Gottes and
can be contacted at gotts@one-name.org

Another famous person in the Havelok One-Name Study
is Havelok the Dane, a Viking who may be the progenitor
of all Havelocks.
Havelok the Dane, also known as Havelok or the Lay of Havelok
the Dane, is the editorial title of a Middle English romance.
The story, however, is also known in two earlier Anglo-Norman
versions. This entry focuses on the Middle English text, while
also giving a detailed summary of the earliest, Anglo-Norman,
version. The name “Havelok” also has many variations in
spelling, and can be found as “Haveloc” or “Havelock.” Early
versions also use the Welsh form of “Abloec.”
The ancient town seal of Grimsby in Lincolnshire, bears the
names Grim, Havelok, and Goldborow.
Why not submit a story (200-300 words OR a bit longer if need be)
about a person of interest in your own one-name study. Email each
story and image(s) to marketing@one-name.org.
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New Insights into Gaelic Family
Name Formation and History gained
through Y-DNA Testing
by John A. Creer (Member 4421)

S

ummary

The Manx Y-DNA Study is a large-scale study identifying
and analysing the Y-DNA signatures of the circa 130
indigenous Manx family name-bearing families. During the
course of the last eight years over 500 men with traceable
ancestry back to the Isle of Man have been tested and the
specific Y-DNA signatures of 120 families fully or partially
identified. Analysis of these results has revealed new and
sometimes unexpected findings, including a genetic picture
of the early male population of the Island around 1300AD
and their origins, a greater understanding of the processes
by which early Gaelic hereditary family names were adopted
and have subsequently evolved, as well as confirmation
of the genetic closeness within the relatively small Manx
population.

Background

The Isle of Man is a small island (13 miles long, 220 square
miles in area) situated in the Irish Sea between Ireland
and Northern England and is a self-governing British Crown
dependency. The present-day population is around 80,000,
about half having been born on the Island.
The history of the Isle of Man would indicate that the bulk
of the male population is of old Celtic genetic origin, with
more recent traces of Scandinavian genes from the time of
the Norse rule of the Island. Further genetic diversification
then came from later incursions by neighbouring Scots and
English.
It is likely that the first Celts to inhabit the island were
Brythonic tribes from mainland Britain. It has been speculated
that the island may have become a haven for druids and
other refugees from Anglesey after the sacking of that island
in 60AD. There is little evidence to suggest that the Romans
ever landed or had any influence on the island.
Irish migration to the island probably began in the fifth
century AD. It is generally assumed that the Irish invasion or
immigration formed the basis of the modern Manx language.
This is evident in the change in language used in Ogham
inscriptions. The transition between Manx Brythonic (like
Welsh) and Manx Gaelic (a Goidelic language which remains
closely related to Irish Gaelic and Scottish Gaelic) may have
been gradual but by the seventh century the language was
essentially identical to that of the Irish Gaelic indicating the
then major influence of the Irish on the local population.
Tradition attributes the island’s conversion to Christianity in
around 500AD to St Maughold, an Irish missionary after whom
a parish was named.
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Date

Incoming Settlement Where from

100AD

Brythonic Celts

Wa l e s / A n g l e s e y /
England

400AD

Goidelic Celts

Ireland

800AD

Scandinavian

Norway/Denmark

1000AD

Norse-Gael

Ireland, Western Isles
and Scandinavia

1300AD

Scottish

Scotland

1346AD

Anglo-Saxon

England

From 800 AD onwards Vikings raided the island from the sea,
making it subject to them: within 100 years it was under
the control of the Scandinavian kings of Dublin. From 990AD
it was ruled by the Norwegian Earls of Orkney. Various
Scandinavian rulers continued to rule until King Magnus of
Norway ceded the island to Scotland in 1266 AD. The island
then alternated between periods of Scottish and English
rule until 1346 AD, when the English finally took permanent
control. At several times during this latter period the island
was subject to sporadic influxes of foreign settlers.
Thus, we can assume that there will be traces of these
patterns of immigration within the genes of men of Manx
origin that could be uncovered through Y-DNA testing today.

Unique Manx Family Names

We know that there is a group of Manx family names that
were formed on the Isle of Man in the period of hereditary
name adoption (1050-1300AD) and which are largely unique
to the Isle of Man and still survive today. By undertaking Y-DNA
testing of men bearing these names and with proven ancestry
back to the Island, we have been able to develop a genetic
picture of the male population of the Isle of Man during this
earlier time. Hence it has been possible to gain new insights
into the early male population of the Isle of Man giving new
knowledge of where individual families originally came from
before they arrived on the Isle of Man, some ideas of the
time of their arrival, plus a clearer knowledge of the interrelationships between different families and confirmation of
the dynamics of early family name formation.
In early times individuals were originally known only by
their single or personal names. Such personal names were
often nicknames or descriptive but some thousand years or
so ago, the Celtic patronymic system of names started to
be adopted. The patronymic system meant that individuals
could be identified by using the name of their father as well
as their personal name e.g. Cormac MacNeill (or Cormac son
of Neill). Other family names might be also adopted which
perhaps described some other attribute of the individual,
their appearance, their trade for example or the name of the
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place where they lived, but the Celtic patronymic surname
based on Mac = “the son of” was the most common on the
Isle of Man.
In the passage of time these family names started to be
adopted permanently (hereditary) and then passed down
from generation to generation unchanged. This is believed
to have occurred gradually in the period between 1050 to
1300AD. However, on the Island during the sixteenth century
the large majority of these Gaelic, patronymic-based,
hereditary names lost the “Mac” at the beginning of the
name and evolved into the modern form of these names that
we see today. So, for example the name we recognise today
as Kelly was at one time MacHelly, Creer was MacCrere and
so on.

Key Findings

1. Scandinavian Influence: From investigating the male
population of the Isle of Man in the period just after
the end of Scandinavian rule, we can identify a part of
the legacy of their occupation of the Island immediately
after the end of Scandinavian rule around 1300AD. Based
on the sample of men tested in the study, approximately
a quarter of the men of this early population of the Isle
of Man, with male descendants surviving today, had
male ancestors who previously came from Scandinavia
and Northern Europe. (This is higher than the average
for the UK as a whole, but less than the high levels of
Scandinavian DNA found in the Orkneys and Shetlands).
The remaining majority came from neighbouring areas,
mainly Ireland, Scotland and early Britain.

Parallel name formation: Different Y-DNA profiles with
same family name: Under normal circumstances, in a small
population like the Isle of Man, it would be expected that
Y-DNA analysis would show that each family bearing the same
family name today would always descend from a single male
patriarch.
In the early stages of the study it became apparent that a
small number of male line families, despite bearing the same
name, showed different Y-DNA profiles from others with the
same family name. Deeper analysis of the genealogy and DNA
data revealed that this was a result of the same hereditary
family names being adopted in early times, in parallel,
by different families. The families were descended from
different patriarchs not genetically related to each other
and who for centuries had lived in different parishes from
each other, elsewhere on the Island.
But, when we consider the generic nature of the formation of
these Gaelic family names which originally were patronymic
in form, it is entirely possibly that different genetic families
could end up with the same hereditary name today, as a
consequence of the irrevocable change from transient to
permanent and identical family names, albeit this was not
expected within such a small population. This characteristic
has been seen in 6 of the 130 surviving indigenous Manx
families so far.
Genetic persistence: Same male Y-DNA profiles but with
different names: Another unexpected finding to emerge
from the study has been the extent to which the male lines
of Manx families with entirely different names are connected
to each other genetically.
Analysis shows that a number of families, bearing totally
different family names, have been found each to share a
common male ancestor, who lived in a relatively recent
time period, but before names became hereditary. So for
example, men named Oates, Keig, Curphey, Cormode and
Cretney are all descended from one single Scandinavian male
ancestor who must have lived on the Isle of Man between
approximately 1000-1250AD, although there is no obvious
connection between these names.

2. Genetic consequences of the evolution of Gaelic
family names: The study results have cast a new light on
the process that occurred when early patronymic Gaelic
names evolved and became hereditary. In early times
individuals were originally only known by their single or
personal names.
This one-time transformation in the durability of a
Gaelic origin family name, from lasting only for a single
male generation and changing to being permanent and
multigenerational, has been seen within the study to have
two different and unanticipated consequences, that can
affect the expected connection between a family name and
its associated Y-DNA profile.
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2019

The phenomenon that must have occurred is that individual
men had sons, who themselves then reproduced to create
separate lines of new generations of male descendants.
These descendant family lines lived separately from each
other, but by the time when patronymic family names
started to become hereditary, each family had already
adopted a different family name from each other, depending
on their individual father’s name at that time. So genetically
all these men were related and were descended from one
common male ancestor, but they adopted totally different
permanent, hereditary family names for their descendants.
In hindsight this can be seen as an inevitable consequence of
a changeover from a Gaelic patronymic naming system to a
hereditary one.
In most societies the dominant situation is that most
male line family names are of multiple genetic origins,
i.e. the commonly found locative and descriptive
surnames e.g. Brown and Smith for example, are not just
descended from one man, and these names are widely
distributed. In contrast, the Manx family names are of
low frequency names and originate only on the island.
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Therefore, by contrast, one would expect each of them
to be descended from just one male patriarch because
of the small population and low population mobility.
Accordingly, it was slightly unexpected to find a number
of Manx names (6) with different genetic origins, but
with the names adopted in parallel. It was even more
unusual and unexpected then to find so many families
with different names who were in fact closely related
without knowing it.
3. Early Family Origins Identified: The unique and specific
Y-DNA signatures of more than 100 Manx family lines
(out of 130) have been identified so far and new insights
gained into their early origins before they arrived on
the Isle of Man. More than 500 men with Manx ancestry
have been tested from some 120 families and research
continues to test and fully analyse those remaining
family names.
4. Unique Manx Family Names: Those familiar Manx family
names (e.g. Curphey, Bridson, Kennaugh etc) which are
considered to be typical of, and unique to, the Isle of Man
are shown to be indeed so. Y-DNA analysis indicates that
they were not connected to any similar names existing
elsewhere and thus must have been formed and created
on the Island. This is equally true of all those Manx
names of frequent Gaelic construction which occur and
are also formed elsewhere (e.g. Kelly, Cowell, Cowley
etc. The Manx families bearing these names adopted
and formed them on the Island and are found to have
no genetic connection with other families originating
elsewhere with the same name. So, quoting the words
of the old music hall song, “Kelly from the Isle of Man”
is truly from the Isle of Man!

origins, as only analysis of the male Y-DNA is capable
of providing the insights and understanding over the
last 2000 years that we are researching. This analysis
demonstrates that many of the present-day descendants
of the families, bearing our unique Manx names, are in
fact even more closely related to each other than they
ever knew or suspected through the sharing of their
male line ancestry. However, additional testing of the
autosomal DNA of a random selection of both men and
women with Manx ancestry (looking at the last 300
years of ancestry) has also been carried out within the
study as a side activity and provides another anecdotal
perspective on the comparatively high level of interrelationships between Manx families, event today.
Overall, the findings from this study have given us new
information on where the early population of the Isle of Man,
at a family level, came from, and also provides useful insights
into the process whereby our early Manx family names have
been formed. (For more information please see http://www.
manxdna.co.uk/results.htm) n
John is studying the surname Creer with variants Creere
and McCrere and can be contacted at creer@one-name.
org

5. Manx Name Variants: Where there are different variants
of the same original Manx family name, which are
popularly assumed to be equivalent, e.g. Gell, Gale and
Gill, Collister and Callister, Cowell and Cowle, Carran
and Karran, Keig and Kegg etc, the genetic evidence has
confirmed that they are indeed variants of each other.
6. Non-Paternal Event Incidence: One in eight men tested
in the study did not show the Y-DNA profile which was
typical of his family name. This occurs as a result of a
previously unknown and unrecorded break in the male
genetic line for that man’s family, at some time in the
previous thirty-four generations during which the family
name was in use. Whilst this might appear on the face
of it to be a high figure, it only equates to a level of
non-paternal event of 0.4% per generation, over the
34 generations or so, on average, that hereditary Manx
family names have been in use.
7. Exported Manx Names: Several groups of men with
Gaelic-sounding names, not found on the Isle of Man,
have been found to be the descendants of indigenous
Manx families. In each case, a Manxman had left the
Island in the 17-18th centuries and his name had evolved
over subsequent generations into a version of the name
not found on the Isle of Man. Several of these groups
of men believed they had Irish origins, but in fact were
found to be Manx.

Volunteer required
The Guild needs a volunteer to represent it at a meeting
of the Scottish Association of Family History Societies
on Saturday, 9 March, 2019. The meeting takes place in
Edinburgh starting at 1pm. It normally lasts for about two
hours.
There is no need for the volunteer to prepare anything to
present at the meeting. The idea is to listen, collecting
information about anything going on in Scotland (such as
with the official records) that could be of interest and
value to the Guild or members and then report back.
The Guild will pay for the volunteer’s travel costs.
If any members in the Scottish region can help please let
me know via volunteers@one-name.org.
Karen Heenan-Davies

8. Closeness of the Manx Community: The study
concentrated on the Y-DNA testing of men of Manx
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DNA Seminar
Beauchamp College, Ridgeway, Oadby,
Leicestershire
6 October 2018
by Bob Hunter (8049) [B beginner stream], Stella Eames (6599) [S2 stream 2] and
Debbie Brimer (7038) [S3 stream 3]
[BH] Why is it that one’s interest in family history inevitably
starts just after the last member of the previous generation
dies? That’s how it was with me, when going through my
mother’s books I found dedications to and from people I
knew nothing about. So, fifteen years ago, I decided to do
something about that lack of knowledge and investigate my
family’s history. I attended an evening class organised by the
WEA and taught by Jackie Depelle, started work.
Membership of a variety of paid for Web-sites and delves into
their databases, together with Family Search, FreeBMD and
other free sites has allowed me to develop
and create quite a comprehensive and
well-sourced family tree. Along the
way I have concluded that I am just as
interested in the reasons my family lived
where and how they did as I am in basic
Birth, Marriage and Death statistics. I
am interested in the social environment
of my family and just as involved in the
step-parents as in the biological ones. I
have discovered letters from my father
in which he writes of his relationship
with his uncles, who were the children
of his step-grandfather and his first wife.
I can’t ignore these “non-relations”.

As a result, I was one of the delegates to the ONS “DNA Seminar
2018” held at Beauchamp College, Oadby, Leicester on 6
October. This was a well-organised event, that surprised me
by its size and quality. There were three strands to the event
one for beginners and two others for more knowledgeable
delegates.
[SE] In February 2008 I idly googled my great-greatgrandfather’s name - and that was the beginning of a very
addictive hobby. Courtesy of Medway online archives I found
on screen the marriage register entry of Jesse GRATWICK and
Emily Jane TREADWELL on 10 October
1868.
I was amazed that my first family history
search had given me such a stunning
result. From that register entry, I now
knew the bride and groom’s full names,
ages, fathers’ names and occupations –
even a clue that the bride’s mother had
predeceased her daughter’s wedding,
which turned out to be correct.
So how did I then find out about the
Guild of One Name Studies? Back in 2012
(before I even knew of any family history
societies) I was at a second-hand book
sale. In a rummage box I found three 1986
copies of the North West Kent Family
History Society’s Journal, which I bought
for £1 and which made very interesting
reading. In particular a lady living in
Plymouth had written in to say that she
had collected hundreds of references
regarding the surname STONEHAM in
north-west Kent (also a connection to me)
and would be registering this surname
with the Guild of One Name Studies – an
organisation I had not heard of.

I have always felt that whilst there may
be some use of genetics by adoptees and
others, this was not an avenue that would
be of significant benefit to me, after
all many of my lines went back ten or
more generations, just by following the
paper trail. Did I need anything more?
I thought I needed more knowledge of
“proper research” techniques and “offline” resources, so last year I joined
Richard III
the Family and Community History
Society (an organisation I can thoroughly
King of England 1483-1485
recommend by the way) and this year I
attended the “Secret Lives” conference. The Guild was one My interest in family history increased and a couple of years
of the sponsors of that conference and whilst there I got into later in 2014 I joined both North West Kent Family History
conversation with members. I have always been envious of Society and the Guild of One Name Studies.
the apparent quality of the seminars, resources and overall
“seriousness” of the Guild, and so I decided to join. The very Recently I had my own autosomal (family finder) DNA test and
next week after “Secret Lives” the Yorkshire Group held a persuaded my brother to have a Y test for his birthday (using
meeting in Lynton where Carolyn Huston gave an introductory the discount for FamilyTreeDNA available to Guild members).
talk on DNA. And I thought there might be something in this Despite pushing the boat out and having the Y test to the 111
that would help my research!
level it found no matches. My autosomal test did find some
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2019
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Seminar speakers
L-R: Barbara Griffiths, John Titterton, Maurice Gleeson, Debbie
Kennett, Donna Rutherford, James Irvine, John Cleary, and Geoff
Swinfield.

distant cousins in this country and abroad with whom I now
correspond by email and share info.
In January 2018 I started a North West Kent FHS DNA House
Group. This is a shared help group which meets monthly
to discuss DNA matters and further our knowledge (which
collectively did not amount to much when we started,
although about half of us had already tested). So I jumped at
the idea of attending the Guild’s DNA seminar to improve my
knowledge. It is also the first Guild event I have attended.
By the time you are reading this the DNA Seminar will be
behind us and I do hope that, if you are one of the over
100 members who attended, that you, like me, thoroughly
enjoyed the day. I thought the whole event was excellent
and a credit to the subcommittee which planned it.
For me the friendly welcome started on the Friday evening
at the Premier Inn when Sue Thornton-Grimes welcomed my
friend and fellow North West Kent FHS member Hilary Waters
and I to the evening meal and showed us to a table where
we could chat with and get to know other attendees. I think
there were about thirty-two of us at the group of tables. We
found it a very friendly gathering.
On Saturday morning, Beauchamp College, about a couple
of miles from the Premier Inn, was easy to find, with good
parking. On arrival, we were issued with lanyards bearing our
names along with the main surnames we were researching.
Alan Moorhouse introduced the event, explaining there were
two or three different talks at any one time which had been
published in advance so we could think ahead and plan our
day. Each session lasted an hour, and allowed time for moving
between the main auditorium and talk venues and lunch and
tea breaks. The sessions were helpfully graded, or streamed,
to help us know which would be the best fit for our level of
knowledge. I had decided to attend the first beginner stream
talk then all the remaining stream 2 talks.

[BH] B1-5 Beginner Stream

Ably chaired by Alison Boulton, this consisted of five talks
through the day, each of which had time for questions both
during the talk and in a dedicated question session at the
end. Despite the size of the event, I particularly liked the
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informality of accepting questions through the talk: all
questions were pertinent and allowed clarification on several
occasions. The stream was topped and tailed by Geoff
Swinfield. I was grateful for his first talk, B1 What is DNA? As
a scientist and engineer I like to understand the principles and
he explained these in enough detail, going through the basics
of the Double Helix, the Human Genome, the 44 autosomes,
the X and Y sex chromosomes and mito-chondrial DNA. (I
couldn’t even spell mitochondrial before this event, let
alone understand what it was). He explained recombination
and thus how DNA testing can be used by genealogists, going
on to explain the various types of test and their uses. The
next talks: B2 Autosomal Testing (Donna Rutherford), B3
What might my results look like? and B4 Choosing who to
test (both by Barbara Griffiths), reinforced and expanded
on these ideas and explained in greater detail where the
various parts of our DNA come from, and so investigated how
tests on our own (and close known relatives’) DNA would give
insights into our ancestry, discovering, for example mtDNA
Haplogroups, Y-DNA inheritance, and the 5- to 6- generation
limit to worthwhile autosomal testing. They explained how
to interpret the results, who to test with what tests. The
final session, B5 Using DNA in a one-name study, (by Geoff
Swinfield) brought all the ideas of the day together in
explaining how we could use DNA in a One-Name Study. He
explained how to manage the project and summarised again
the various options and companies to test with. He closed
with a summary of what the Guild does, for example offering
discounted test kits and a website of resources and advice.

[SE] B1 What is DNA? (Geoff Swinfield)

Geoff’s opening presentation for the beginner stream took
us back to basics for people new to genetic genealogy and
provided a good understanding on which to build further
knowledge. He told us that humans have 44 autosomes in 22
pairs plus two sex chromosomes X and Y. Women have two
X, and men one X and one Y. The Y is inherited by sons from
their fathers and will be passed on in turn to their sons. The
X (mitochondrial) is inherited by both sons and daughters
from their mothers but only females can pass it on to their
children.
Geoff’s clear slides illustrated how siblings receive different
amounts and combinations of DNA from each parent. He also
explained how some traits are directly caused by inherited
DNA - such as blood group, hair /eye colour, and susceptibility
to colour blindness and diseases such as cancer. He provided
a helpful handout which can be found at https://onename.org/dna-seminar-2018/ along with videos of all the
presentations.

[SE] S2- 2 The basics of project management
(Debbie Kennett)

Debbie Kennett’s talk in stream 2 was aimed at those who
had already set up a project. She went through the typical
aims of a DNA project – to verify existing research; establish
which people with the same surname and variant spellings
are related; identify the geographical origins of emigrants
and ascertain whether the surname has a single or multiple
origin. She also discussed scope – which surname variants do
you want to include? and the importance of including your
surnames in your project profile so they can be found by
other researchers. Debbie encouraged us all to look at the
Guild’s DNA wiki page for more information https://onename.org/wiki/guild-wiki/dna/
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After a delicious lunch of Marks and Spencer sandwiches and
desserts (plenty for everyone) I attended my next session.

[SE] S2-3 Use of Y SNP testing in a surname
project (John Cleary)

Single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs (pronounced “snips”),
are the most common type of genetic variation among
people. Each represents a difference in a single DNA building
block, called a nucleotide. For example, a SNP may replace
the nucleotide cytosine (C) with the nucleotide thymine (T)
in a certain stretch of DNA. John also spoke about STRs –
strings of repeating sequences. STRs can prove two people
are not related (elimination) but it cannot prove that they
are (although this can be inferred if they are not eliminated).
John wondered why more companies don’t offer Y DNA tests.

[SE] S2-4 Understanding
(Debbie Kennett)

mtDNA

results

After a break it was back to the what? Something is missing.
Debbie recommends having the full mtDNA genome sequence
from FamilyTreeDNA which is about £153. She also told us
that the public Wikitree allows uploading of any DNA to a
family tree and suggested including both autosomal and
mtDNA results in with your Y project.

[SE] S2-5 Understanding
results (Donna Rutherford)

autosomal

DNA

The last session of the day explained that a DNA test compares
you to others who have tested and measures how much you
have in common. Donna told us she only looks at matches
which are over 30 centiMorgans as shorter lengths are very
distant, diluted or false positives. She does not recommend
we consider trying to find a connection with someone whose
match length is under 15cMs.
Donna said on average a parent and child share 3,400cMs.
First cousins share 800cMs. Aunts, uncles and half siblings
share about 1,500cMs.
She recommends we use FamilyTreeDNA’s chromosome
browser and add up every segment 7cM or greater and
always carry out a one to one report. She also recommended
https://dnapainter.com/tools as an addictive site which we
should bookmark.

why you have a legitimate need for the data being the main
message. The discussion afterwards was lively and one of the
delegates mentioned that there is a free course on Future
Learn for anyone who’d like to know more.

[DB] S3-2 advanced Y-DNA Project Management
(Maurice Gleeson)

Maurice gave us a whistle-stop tour of advanced Y-DNA
Project Management, fitting a huge amount of detail into a
very enjoyable session. He began by explaining what to say
to entice members to Y-DNA test and join a DNA project. This
involved showing what the benefits would be: helping them
to connect with same surname cousins or even a specific
named ancestor, enabling them to break through brick
walls and helping to group people together to identify their
origin, to name a few. He went on to talk about interpreting,
grouping and analysing the results using a combination of
Y-STR, SNP, genetic distance and the TiP calculator. Analysis
of the results is important to a project because it can lead
to identifying how old each branch is, where they come
from, where they fit on the tree of mankind and what the
branching structure of each line is.
He then touched on the reasons why different surnames occur
within projects, which could include adoption, remarriage
of the mother, anglicisation of surnames and several more,
together with the ‘usual suspects’ of illegitimacy and
infidelity. He showed the benefit of using SNP testing in
addition to Y-STR to assist with groupings, sort out matches
due to convergence and to build a mutation history tree.
Maurice has a number of YouTube videos online explaining
all things DNA.
A lovely lunch followed, my dietary intolerances were not
a problem and I must thank the organisers for catering for
me so well. It is always a stress point when I am attending
events and it is good to know that at Guild seminars, at
least, I don’t need to worry.

[DB] S3-3 Autosomal DNA and one-name
studies (John Titterton)

[DB] S2+3-1 GDPR, Ethics and Privacy (James
Irvine and Julie Goucher)

The afternoon kicked off with a lighter talk showing
the benefit of autosomal DNA in a surname study. John
presented a case study involving some trees from his onename study drawn up over thirty years ago, in the days when
records weren’t computerised so genealogists had strong
arm muscles from lugging around heavy records - and the
patience of saints!

Julie followed with a session on how to apply GDPR practically
to our own projects and what the penalties are likely to be
for non-compliance. It was good to find out that complying
with the legislation is not too onerous – the need to have
a privacy policy, clear consent, and a statement justifying

Thanks to autosomal DNA he has been able to link some
branches of the family into a bigger tree, which had not
been possible using paper records alone, because people
had moved parishes and the evidence was inconclusive.
He concluded that there was a place for both Y-DNA and
autosomal DNA testing within a one-name study. Y-DNA is
useful for identifying in which family grouping name-bearing
males should be placed and is able to confirm relationships
over a long time period. Autosomal testing, while only
stretching back to the 1700s, is useful when there are no
name-bearing males to test in a branch, gives you a wider
testing pool as it can be taken by men or women, can help
to test hypotheses that the one-name study may have
developed and can help to break down brick walls. He did
however add a caveat that people can be related in more
than one way, which he was able to show via his research

For me the seminar began with the GDPR talk, with a
focus on their impact on DNA project management. James
gave a well thought out summary of GDPR (General Data
Protection Regulation) and DPA 2018 (which has replaced
GDPR in the UK in preparation for Brexit), picking out all
the relevant information for genetic genealogists and
project administrators. He then talked us through the ISOGG
(International Society of Genetic Genealogy) guidance which
gives lists of Dos, Don’ts and Actions, available online at
https://isogg.org/w/images/6/65/GDPR_-ISOGG_Interim_
Guidance_for_Project_Admins_2018_-March_12.pdf.
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where he had two people who were related as 5th, 6th and 7th
cousins on different branches.

[DB] S3-4 Use of DNA Painter and Jonny Perl’s
hypothesis analysis tool (John Cleary)

An explanation of the ‘What are the odds’ (WATO) tool available
on the DNA Painter site https://dnapainter.com/tools was
given, followed by a live practical demonstration. John stated
that although autosomal DNA was less obviously applicable to
surname research than Y-DNA it could be used judiciously to
help establish branches of descendants. WATO is a tool which
can be used to help work out the most likely relationship one
person may share with a group of matches that are related
to each other in a known tree. It works using mathematical
probability and it was suggested that the following blog
series would help explain the maths: https://thednageek.
com/science-the-heck-out-of-your-dna-part-1/.
In the demonstration John entered some data from a known
tree, using only the DNA data from the oldest person in a
direct line (i.e. ignoring a child’s DNA if there is DNA data
from their parent). He then created several hypotheses,
which included half-relationships, and was able to show that
one particular relationship was significantly more likely than
any of the others. It was noted however, that this would not
give a definitive answer to the relationship, just the best
place to start looking for the relevant documentation to find
proof. It was also noted that the tool works best when the
DNA shared is over 40cM and currently there is not enough
data for it to work with more complicated relationships such
as double cousins. The tool was fun and seemed very easy
to use.

[DB] S3-4 Developing confidence in my results
(Barbara Griffiths)

The day was rounded off with an extremely technical talk on
developing confidence in your autosomal DNA results. Using
advanced statistics and spreadsheets, Barbara showed how
it is possible to phase your DNA into maternal and paternal
segments (GedMatch will try to do this if at least one parent
has tested) and also to map particular segments to specific
ancestors (DNA Painter is an option for those not wanting
to get too involved with the maths). She also talked about
visual phasing, which is a process by which the DNA of three
or more sibling can be assigned to each of four grandparents
using identified recombination points, without the need to
test either the parents or grandparents. This has to be done
one chromosome at a time and is explained here https://
thegeneticgenealogist.com/2016/11/21/visual-phasingan-example-part-1-of-5/. Mapping segments to specific
ancestors makes it possible to identify where unknown
DNA matches might fit. Barbara said that to maximise the
chance of identifying ancestors in order to map segments it
is important to build a detailed family tree including direct
lines, siblings of ancestors and descendants of these siblings.
Shared matches can be used to develop clusters of matches; it
is advisable to use DNAGedcomClient to obtain a full list of ‘in
common with’ matches, some of whom may be masked by the
testing sites’ algorithms. The Leeds method was discussed as
an alternative method of sorting matches into colour clusters
https://dnawithdana.com/dna-color-clustering-the-leedsmethod-for-easily-visualizing-matches/. Lastly the use of
network analysis and visualisation software such as Gephi,
Pajek, Nodexl and Cytoscape was demonstrated, producing

some beautiful 3D network images. It was interesting to see
what all the tools could do now to work out how to use them!
[DB] Although I have been a Guild member for a number of
years, this was the first seminar I have attended but it certainly
won’t be my last. Everything was very well organised, prior
to the event and throughout the day itself. In conclusion I
would like to thank the organisers for providing an excellent
programme and a very enjoyable day.
[BH] The whole day was well organised. The joining
instructions were exemplary (in spite of the College being
in the middle of suburban Leicester I had no difficulty
finding it). The venue was perfect, with a large hall for
the presentations, a large comfortable breakout area for
food, tea and coffee. The food by the way, made me wish
the Guild held a seminar every week, so I could eat that
well every Saturday. It was clear to me that the day had
been well planned: the speakers reinforced each other’s
talks. It was particularly good (in the beginner stream) to
hear the next speaker summarising the previous talk, it
certainly strengthened my learning. At the same time there
was clear progression through the day. And finally, all the
presentations from all three streams were very quickly made
available on the Guild website: https://one-name.org/
dna-seminar-2018/. I recommend them to everyone. There
was obviously a huge team involved in planning and running
the day and I am extremely grateful for everyone who was
involved.
Now all I have to do is find a clear female line descendant
of my third great-grandmother, Jane Huddy who married
Thomas Hepple in Dublin in 1838, then persuade her to take
a Y-DNA test.
[SE] I certainly learned a lot at this seminar and intend to
put some of the suggestions into practice. In particular, as a
result of Debbie’s presentation, I intend to have the mtDNA
test she recommended. I realised that as I have no sisters
or daughters; my mother was an only child; and her mother
(my grandmother) had two sisters but they did not have
daughters, so an mtDNA opportunity could be lost if I don’t
do the test. I will also be using Donna’s suggestions about
length of cMs to re-evaluate my autosomal matches.
This was my first Guild event but I enjoyed it so much I will
certainly be coming to more and have signed up for the
Medieval and More seminar on 16 February 2019 and the 40th
anniversary AGM and weekend of events in March 2019.
Finally - I found out about the Guild when I came across an
old Journal. What do you do with yours? Why not quietly leave
it at the doctor, dentist, hairdresser or even the periodicals
section of your local library – anywhere where there is a
selection of magazines to occupy people who are waiting. It
may be picked up by someone who hasn’t heard of the Guild
of One- Name Studies and is interested in finding out more.n

Bob Hunter
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Guild Awards of Excellence 2018
by Mike Kipling, chair of the awards panel (Member 5920)

A

s the year draws on, it is time for everyone to consider
whether they wish to nominate any article, book or
website for a Guild Award of Excellence (GAoE). Items
nominated must have been produced by members of the
Guild with a registered study and must be directly related to
one-name studies (either to a particular study or to studies
in general).

mentioned but need not fully satisfy them all provided
that any absences do not detract from the overall merits
of the item or the item describes a material development
in the methodology of one-name studies.”
•

Previously, any item on which the three allocated judges
were not unanimous had to be referred to the whole
panel. This was very time-consuming. From now on, if on
initial review there is only one recommendation out of
three for an award, no award will be given. If on initial
review there are two recommendations for an award, a
fourth review should take place. If that fourth review is
favourable an award will be given; if it is not, no award
will be given.

•

The panel was previously specified to be eight
members (the chair, a committee representative and
six others). This has not actually been adhered to for
several years, as more volunteers have in practice been
required to make the demand on any one member
reasonable. Now the criteria will simply be that there
must be at least six members.

This year, nominations must be received by the panel by 31
December 2018 so as to provide adequate time for judging
before the AGM. Please e-mail nominations to gaoe-panel@
one-name.org
All major non-administrative articles in the Journal of Onename Studies are automatically considered for an award.
This year, due to the accelerated timetable, only items in
Volume 13, Numbers 2-4, will be included (Number 1 was
included in the 2017 awards). Members may nominate their
own non-JoONS articles, books or website for consideration.
A number of changes were recommended by last year’s panel
and have been approved by the committee. These include:
•

Previously, websites were eligible for awards every three
years. The panel felt that this was inappropriate unless
there was clear evidence of material improvement or
change since the previous award. A website will now
only be eligible for a further award if there has been a
major change (e.g. a move to a different platform) and
evidence of this is provided to the panel.

•

A significant factor in assessing the excellence of
websites using TNG software will be the customisation
applied to make the site welcoming and easy to use for
both regular and casual visitors.

•

A new criteria for assessing websites will be that they do
not breach data protection and privacy, particularly with
regard to data on living (or potentially living) individuals
Also, any sites which restrict elements to certain groups
will be assessed only on the publicly accessible parts.

•

An electronic copy of any book nominated by its author
must be provided (or, failing that, three paper copies) so
that it may be assessed simultaneously by three judges,
often in different countries. Books no longer need to
be publicly available provided that a copy has been
deposited in the Guild library.

•

Book reviews and articles of less than one page will not
normally be considered for review.

•

To make it more likely that ‘specialist’ articles are likely
to receive a reward, the following additional guidance
is provided “An item must satisfy most of the criteria
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If you are a past award winner and would like to join (or
rejoin) the awards panel, please contact me on kipling@
one-name.org. New recruits are always welcome. I can also
provide copies of the updated assessment process and award
criteria on request.
And get those award nominations in! n
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Call for Webinar Presentation Proposals
Beginning 27 November 2018, the Guild of One-Name Studies
will be accepting proposals for our 2019-20 webinar series.
Proposals are being sought for a monthly webinar series
“Around the World with Your One-Name Study” which will
focus on research tips, strategies, and resources for a specific
country and how they apply to genealogy research and onename study research.

(note these are “air dates,” recording will be done on a mutually
agreeable date prior to air date)

Your proposal should be no more than one page (if submitting
more than one proposal, please use a separate page for
each proposal) and should be submitted in a single file and
emailed to webinarproposals@one-name.org. The following
information should be included:
•

Title of presentation and a concise outline (include the
name of the country)

Guild Webinars are held on the third Tuesday of each month
at 12:00 pm PST/8:00 pm GMT. Presenters will receive an
honorarium of $100 USD (or equivalent) for their one-hour
presentation and will be required to submit a 3-4-page resources
handout one week before their scheduled presentation.

•

Short summary of presentation for Guild News and our
social media sites [50-60 word maximum]

•

Speaker’s full name, postal and e-mail addresses, and
telephone number

The first 12 countries in the webinar series are as follows

•

Preferred date(s) or date(s) available

(listed in alphabetical order NOT webinar order):

Australia

Canada

France

Germany

Ireland and
Northern Ireland

Mexico

Scotland

Spain

New Zealand

South Africa

USA

Wales

The webinar dates in 2019 and 2020 are as follows:
2019

2020

January 15

January 21

February 19

February 18

March 19

March 17

April 16

April 21

May 21

May 19

June 18

June 16

July 16

July 21

August 20

August 18

September 17

September 15

October 15

October 20

November 19

November 17

December 17

December 15

June 7

June 5

September 6

September 4

December 6

December 4
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•

Summary of speaker’s surname research/one-name study
experience, knowledge of research in specific country,
and lecture experience. (We realize speakers may not
have experience in each of the three areas and are most
interested in your knowledge and enthusiasm for the
subject/country).

Deadline for submitting 2020 webinar proposal: 7 May 2019

2020
March 6

Brief speaker biography [50-60 word maximum] and
photograph for use at the Guild Website and our social
media sites.

Deadline for submitting 2019 webinar proposal: 8 January 2019

The pre-recorded webinar dates in 2019 and 2020 are as
follows:

March 8

•

Those submitting a proposal for a country not on our 2019
webinar series list, please be sure to list the country as well as
dates in 2020 with your proposal. We appreciate all suggestions.

Proposals are being sought for a quarterly pre-recorded series
“Technology & One-Name Studies” which will focus on using
specific technology with a one-name study. Members have
expressed interest in learning more about using spreadsheets,
note-taking apps/programs, websites & blogs, genealogy
software, office productivity programs, and specific research
websites (both free and subscription sites).

2019

If submitting more than one proposal, only supply this
information once:

The Guild of One-Name Studies was founded in 1979 and is
a registered charity in England and Wales. In addition to the
many services and benefits we provide our members, we
also share educational opportunities with the genealogical
community and all those interested in surname research and
one-name studies. The Guild is a worldwide organization
supporting surname research and one-name studies with over
2,900 members who meet for seminars, webinars, workshops
and regional meetings. In 2019 we will celebrate our 40th
anniversary with our annual conference and general meeting
focusing on the Guild’s Past, Present & Future.
We look forward to receiving proposals from those in the family
history community, the one-name research community, those
with knowledge and experience with country-specific research
(archivists, librarians, historians, educators), and those who
focus on using technology with family history.
A confirmation message will be sent for all email submissions.
If you have any questions, please contact Tessa Keough at
webinarsproposals@one-name.org.
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Forthcoming Seminars
Medieval and More Seminar

11 May 2019
From Cradle to Grave
#GuildCradle
Poverty,
illegitimacy,
child
migration, mental health and care
in old age touched the lives of many
of our ancestors at some stage
of their existence. This seminar
looks at some of the institutions
and movements involved: the
workhouse, mother and baby
homes, child migration movements
and the establishment of lunatic
asylums and alms houses.

The National Archives,
Kew,
Richmond, Surrey,
TW9 4DU
09:30 am for 10:00 am, Saturday 16 February 2019
We have worked with The National Archives to arrange a specialist seminar
exploring a range of their current projects including Medieval material. This will
be held in the new dedicated 1st floor events theatre.

Programme

Venue: Amersham Free Church
Hall, Woodside Road, Amersham,
HP6 6AJ.

08:30

Car park and café open (TNA reading rooms open 09:00)

09:30 - 10:00

Registration and coffee

10:00 - 10:10

Welcome to the Seminar and Introductions - Jackie Depelle

3 August 2019
Maritime Aspects of
Yorkshire

10:10 - 11:05

The Manorial Documents Register Update - Liz Hart

11:05 - 11:10

Comfort break

11:10 - 12:05

The 1939 Register - Audrey Collins

#GuildMaritime

12:05 - 12:35

PRO23 Seals Moulds Database - Amy Sampson

12:35 - 13:30

Lunch (not included in the seminar cost)

13:30 - 14:25

MH106 Medical Case Sheets Project - David Langrish

14:25 - 14:30

Comfort break

14:30 - 15:25

WARD 2 Project - Court of Wards and Liveries - Paul
Dryburgh

15:25 - 15:50

Tea break

15:50 - 16:45

MH12 Pauper Letters Project - Paul Carter

16:45 - 16:50

Close of Seminar

17:00

TNA reading rooms close (car park closes 20:00)

This venue is ideal for this subject
being situated on the major arteries
of Yorkshire waterways and ports. We
have assembled specialist speakers
on the maritime aspects of this
region. This seminar will appeal to all
family and social historians as well as
one-namers.

Venue: The Community House,
Porthome Road, Selby, YO8 4QQ.

12 October 2019
‘Industry in the Potteries’
#GuildPotteries
Situated just south of Stoke on
Trent we shall be exploring all the
industries of the north Midlands. It
wasn’t just pottery in the area, many
other industries existed including salt
mines.

Venue: Whitmore Village Hall,
Coneygreave Lane, Whitmore,
Newcastle-Under-Lyme ST5 5HX.

Seminar cost, including refreshments, £25.00; lunch is not included but there are
on-site cafés where you can buy lunch or eat your own food.
TNA is just off the A406 South Circular and within an easy walk of Kew Gardens
(District Line) and Kew Bridge (South West Trains). Currently (Oct 18) parking is still
free at TNA.

We would like to ensure that any
disabled delegate can participate
fully in this event. Anyone with
any special requirements should
telephone the Guild Help Desk on
0800 011 2182 or email seminarbooking@one-name.org
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Bookings close 3 February 2019. All
bookings will be confirmed by email,
with full joining instructions, on or
soon after this date.
For more information look under the
Events tab at https://one-name.org or
phone the Guild Help Desk Tel: 0800
011 2182

#GuildMedieval
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Welcome to GENEVA
An online calendar of GENealogical EVents and Activities

February 15-16 Belfast, ANT, Back To Our Past
February 16 Kew, TW9 4DU, Guild of One-Name Studies

Medieval and More Seminar
4 Canterbury, KEN, Heraldry
9 Boston Spa, WRY, Yorkshire Regional Meeting
9 Wigston, LEI, History and Heritage Day 2019
22 Woking, SRY, Six Week Family History Course at
Surrey History Centre
March 23 Canterbury, KEN, The Professional Approach
March 29-31 Leicester, LEI, Guild of One-Name Studies
Past, Present and Future 40th Anniversary Conference
April 11 Cobham, KEN, North West Kent FHS Family
History Day and AGM
April 13 Richmond, NRY, Cleveland Family History Society
Spring Family History Day
April 26-27 Alexandra Place, LND, Family Tree Live
May 11 Amersham, BKM, Guild of One-Name Studies From
Cradle to Grave Seminar
May 18 York, YKS, FFHS Conference Every Ancestors
Matters II
May 18 Chesterfield, DBY, Family History, Local History
and Heritage Society’s ‘show case event’ plus Crafts
[Fair]
March
March
March
March

June 1 Shrewsbury, SAL, Shropshire FHS Family History

Fair 2019

June 7-8 NEC Birmingham, WMD, The Genealogy Show

2019

June 17 Canterbury, KEN, Army and RAF
June 22 Yorks, YKS, The Family History Show, York
July 1 Canterbury, KEN, Royal Navy and Royal Marines
July 6 Bristol, BRI, The Family History Show, South West
July 27 Aylesbury, BKM, Buckinghamshire Family History

Society Open Day

August 3 Selby, NRY, Guild of One-Name Studies Maritime

aspects of Yorkshire Seminar

August 24 Esher, SRY, The London Family History Show
September 27-28 Oxford, OXF, AGRA Conference: Bloomin’

Ancestors - Giving Your Family History Personality
September 28 Bristol, BRI, Bristol & Avon FHS Family
History Fair
October 5 Woodstock, OXF, Oxfordshire FHS Family
History Fair
October 12 Whitmore, Newcastle-under-Lyme, STS, Guild of
One-Name Studies Potteries Seminar
October 12 Doncaster, YKS, Doncaster & DFHS Family &
Local History Fair with Craft Stalls 2019
October 12 Merthyr Tydfil, GLA, Glamorgan FHS Family
History Fair
October 24-26 London, LND, Rootstech London 2019

Why Attend THE Genealogy Show?
This is THE show to attend in 2019. Designed to bring the international genealogy
world together, the event will run from 10am to 5pm over two days and will be a great
opportunity to network, learn and have fun! With 48 different headline talks by
experts and celebrities from around the world on a wide variety of themes, there is
something for everyone.
THE speaker programme includes Blaine Bettinger, Lisa Louise Cooke,
Nathan Dylan Goodwin and Judy G. Russell.
With commercial providers, sponsors and exhibitors representing many aspects of
family and local history, the exhibition hall will provide the opportunity to engage
with experts in the field to further your research interests in genealogy.
Tickets are now available including an early bird discount from:

The Guild 40th Anniversary Conference and AGM 2019

www.thegenealogyshow.uk/genealogy-bookings/
We recommend booking at the earliest opportunity to avoid disappointment.

“Past, Present and Future”

To book one of the remaining exhibition stands or sponsorship packages: exhibitor@thegenealogyshow.uk
Email us: info@thegenealogyshow.uk
Follow the blog: www.thegenealogyshow.uk/blog/
Find us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/THEGenShow2019/
Follow us on Twitter: twitter.com/THEGenShow2019

The Leicester Marriott Hotel, Leicester, LE19 1SW

29th – 31st March 2019
For details see page 9
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